Hindu Society of Greater Cincinnati
Wishes you and yours

A Very Happy Diwali

A Grand Deepavali Celebration
10 November 2018
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A Message from the HSGC President
Dear HSGC members, devotees, and temple supporters,
Diwali greetings to you all! Wishing a wonderful Diwali and new year. Hope this
Diwali will bring happiness, cheer, prosperity and contentment in your lives. It
gives me enormous pleasure in bringing this souvenir to you. We solicited very
informative articles from top scholars and temple devotees on various topics of common interest.
Please do read these articles with your family and children. You will find it very illuminating and
spiritually uplifting.
Your temple is unique in many ways, not just in the Greater Cincinnati area but even in the entire
United States. Apart from being the first Hindu temple in the Greater Cincinnati area, it also stands
for unity. The temple was conceived and planned in accordance with the Vedic traditions. We stand
for inclusiveness of different traditions within the Hindu dharma, different cultures and languages
within India and for promoting awareness of the Hindu dharma through interfaith dialogs and various other means. We are also fortunate to have a large, wooded area of 100 acres. It helps us in organizing large community events which would not be possible elsewhere. I passionately believe
that our temple is providing tremendous service to our community. We should all be very proud of
it.
The temple has been very busy throughout the year with lot of programs, poojas, bhajans,
and visits by well-known personalities. Many of our programs started in a small way but have taken
firm roots and are growing nicely. Apart from the regularly scheduled Mata ki Chowki events,
which are very well attended, we had a Jagraata – all all-night long Mata ki Chowki, with Puneet
Khurana, who is considered a topmost singer of Mata and Sai bhajans in India. We are planning to
make this an annual feature. We have also started an annual Mata ki Chowki in honor of our late
priest B C Sharma ji. We have reinstituted Ravan Dahan this year, after a gap of 2 years and we will
make it a permanent feature. We have many large programs throughout the year, with very large
attendance such as Ganesh Chaturthi, Maha Shivratri, Diwali, Murugan Rathyatra, Jagannath
Rathyatra and many other events.
This year’s annual Taste of India-Mela event did not have blessings from mother nature but
still, we had a good turnout. The Naach-Sitare dance competition held along with the mela has
grown by leaps and bounds in popularity and quality. Likewise, the My Ganesha program, where
children make their own Ganesh murtis, have seen an enormous growth in participation by children.
We hold an annual Children’s camp in collaboration with VHP of America. This camp is seeing
increased participation with each passing year. Our children’s classes have also seen a significant
growth in last 2 years. We are trying hard to increase children’s participation in the temple and our
efforts are producing results now.
We are also committed to healthy living and community involvement. We started a walkathon this year in the temple. It received very good participation. We are planning to make it an annual feature. Three years ago, there was a terrible earthquake in Nepal. We organized a fundraiser
and raised $22.3K. This money has gone towards a computer lab in a new school in Nepal. It is a
matter of great satisfaction to me to see our involvement with community and humanitarian causes.
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We have been working very hard to improve functioning of the temple in various ways. We are
paying attention to the appearance and cleanliness of the temple and the entire premises. We have provided capability to you for scheduling priest services on-line. We have received very positive response
from the community for this capability.
We get many visitors from other parts of USA as well as the world and they all are unanimous
in their opinion that this is one of the most beautiful temples that they have seen. We should all be very
proud of our collective accomplishment. My sincere gratitude to all those who have worked tirelessly
for this temple and have provided us the financial support to make this happen. I want to thank our dedicated priests, temple volunteers, devotees, advertisers and well-wishers from the bottom of my heart.
To sustain and grow the temple and to serve the religious, spiritual, social, and cultural needs of
the Hindu community in the greater Cincinnati area, we need your support. There are many ways in
which you can support the temple financially. We accept credit cards and PayPal now and you can setup recurring monthly contribution to the temple as well.
In summary, we have made a lot of progress in last 25+ years, but a lot more needs to be done.
With your active participation, we will scale new heights and have an institution that we can all be very
proud of.
Lastly, I would like to thank my family, especially my wife, Manju, for their understanding and
unwavering support during these challenging times.

Raneshwar Gupta,
Cincinnati, Ohio
November 2018

President, Hindu Society of Greater Cincinnati

The Hindu Temple of Greater Cincinnati
720 Barg Salt Run, Cincinnati, OH 45244
Tel: (513)-528-3714
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Wish you all
a very Happy Diwali
And a prosperous and healthy
New Year

With best wishes from:
Ram & Murti Jindal
Anil & Vineeta Jindal
Jay and Tina Jindal
Steve & Neeraja Jindal
Anisha & Ashwin Bhirud
Sonam, Arjun, Samir, Sachin, Priya & Karina Jindal
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Editor’s Note ….
M

Y earliest recollections of Diwali go back many years to my
childhood home in India and to the rows and rows of diyas1 adorning every railing, every window sill, and what appeared to be every corner
of the house. The seasonal chill in the air deepened by the sound and smell of firecrackers, and the
nervous feeling from devouring a belly full from the extensive collection of sweets were the norms.
For the bands of children horsing around in the streets, it was their Magic Kingdom, and evidently,
none of them missed Disney! Even now, the diyas of Diwali produce the same excitement coursing
through my veins , which William Wordsworth2 expressed so eloquently as ‘The child is father of the
man" in his acclaimed poem “Rainbow” to conclude how his childhood shaped his current views.
Away from home, we must make conscious effort to bring those things that came so naturally at
home. To this effect, HSGC has organized the Diwali celebrations in two phases: puja and fireworks
on Nov 7 at the temple followed by a musical evening and dinner on Nov 10 at the Lakota East
Freshman School, Westchester. It gives me great pleasure to bring to you this Diwali Souvenir concurrent with the musical gala.
This souvenir booklet is the result of a constant effort by the Souvenir committee: Raneshwer Gupta,
who conceived the idea of a commemorative souvenir for this occasion. He also worked tirelessly to
solicit advertisements for it to make it an excellent fundraiser for the temple. Deepak Dixit helped collect many interesting articles and a few ads; J.S. Karthikeyan and Narayan Surbhi helped put together
several ad pages; Greg Smith helped assemble many of the photographs and prepare collages.
I must also thank the authors of articles, the advertisers and generous donors, who made this publication possible. I hope you will like the items presented herein - they encompass a full gamut of religious, cultural and historical topics. I have chosen not to overly edit them lest they lose authors’ style
and originality.
Last but not least, I thank my wife, Pratima, for her total support and for many creative ideas included
here.

anand Narayana

Cincinnati, Ohio
10 Nov 2018
1
2

oil lamps usually made from clay, with a cotton wick dipped in ghee or vegetable oils
British Romantic poet

Diwali Celebration Committee
Raneshwar Gupta
Laxmi Srivastava
J.S. Karthikeyan
Khush Karamchandani
Mardav Bakshi
Priya Dayal
Jyoti Desai

Diwali Souvenir Committee
Raneshwar Gupta
Anand Narayana, Editor
Deepak Dixit
J.S. Karthikayan
Narayan Surabhi
Greg Smith
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Best Wishes From
Laxmi Shanker / Prem Lata
Deshdeepak / Gajra
Alok / Sonali
Amitabh / Ankita
&
Ananta, Anusha & Anya Srivastava
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Thanks to our Sponsors
Our most sincere thanks to all the sponsors, commercial as well as individuals,
who made the Diwali Cultural program and this Souvenir booklet possible. It is
the supporters like you, who have sustained the Hindu Temple over the years from
its humble beginnings to its current state. Our current Sponsors are listed below:

Individual/ Family Sponsors
Rajeev & Shelly Chopra & family
Rameshwar & Kiran Dayal & family
Prem & Suksham Dhamija and family
Rakesh & Mona Govind
Sandeep & Chandan Gupta
Reneshwar & Manju Gupta and family
Ram & Murti Jindal and Family
Khush & Mina Karamchandani & family
Jagmohan and Shashi Khanna and family
Ashwin & Meena Mehta and family
Anand & Pratima Narayana and family
Ram & Shashi Singh and family
Laxmi & Prem Srivastava and family

Business/ Org. Sponsors
Amar & Jeet India
Amma's Kitchen
Bansal Construction
Bombay Grocers
Champlin Architecture
Copper Creek Homes
Curries
Das Fammily Dentistry
Gupta Law Firm
Mdi Marketing
Murgan Group & Kauai
Hindu Monastery
NewYork Life
Niva Grocers
Pegasus Tech Services
Poonam Bharadwaj
Sharma & Company
Sharma Law Firm
Total Asset Planning
Vishwa Hindu Parishad

Souvenir Article Sponsors
Preetam Ahuja
Sree Aswath
Pundit Srinath Bhattar
Leena Dixit
Ganesh Yadlapalli
Raneshwar Gupta
Renu Gupta
Pundit Piyush Joshi
Koti Shreekrishna
Vinay Kumar

Geeta Mehan
Anand Narayana
D Venkateshwara Rao
Swami Stchidaananda
Acharya Chakraeshwar Sharma
Dhirendra Sharma
Acharya Kailash Sharma
Anil Srivastava
Ranga Vemuri
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Maha Lakshmyashtakam Stotram

Namastestu Mahamaye Shree Pithe Sura Poojit
Shanka Chakra Gadha Haste Maha Lakshmi Namoostute
||1||
Namastestu Garudarudhe Kolasura Bhayankari
Sarva Papa Hare Devi Maha Lakshmi Namoostute
||2||
Sarvajne Sarva Varade Sarva Dushta Bhayankari
Sarva Duhkha Hare Devi Maha Lakshmi Namoostute
||3||
Siddhi Buddhi Prade Devi Bhakti Mukti Pradayini
Mantra Moorte Sada Devi Maha Lakshmi Namoostute
||4||
Adyanta Rahite Devi Adi Shakti Maheshwari
Yogaje Yoga Sambhute Maha Lakshmi Namoostute
||5||
Sthula Sukshme Maha Raudre Maha Shakti Mahodari
Maha Papa Hare Devi Maha Lakshmi Namoostute
||6||
Padmasana Sthithe Devi Parabrahma Swaroopini
Parameshi Jagan Mata Maha Lakshmi Namoostute
||7||
Shwetambara Dhare DevivNanalankara Shobhite
Jagasthithe Jaganmata Maha Lakshmi Namoostute
||8||
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Our Temple, Our Pride
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Bal Vihar
Religious Education & Youth Activities
at the Hindu Temple
Priya Dayal
Bal Vihar, a religious & cultural forum, is conducted every Sunday from 11:30 -1 pm at the Hindu
temple. Kids from ages 4- 12 years attend the religious and cultural classes including Yoga. The
forum’s main goal is to empower these youths for a better tomorrow. The focus is on community
service events as well.
In 2018, the enrolment has grown from 15 to 70 kids.
Highlights of 2018:
·

Bal Vihar kids sang a bhajan during the Holi program and some participated in cultural dance.

·

Kids took part in Temple’s 5K Walkathon and had an awesome experience.

·

They planted flowers in the temple by the playground area.

·

Donning costumes of various Gods and Goddesses kids took part in the Temple’s Anniversary
celebrations in May 2018.

·

They have learned a lot in the past 5 months and participated in presentations, and group activities.

·

The first session ended in May with the Annual Day camp. The kids had fantastic time doing
yoga. learning about deities, nutrition seminar, crafts and team games.

The second session started successfully in September 2018 and has welcomed some new families.
Kids are looking forward to some Seva activities during this session along with learning about
Hindu festivals and culture.

Reflections of a Bal Vihar participant
Yash Dayal
Namaste! I am a student at Bal Vihar classes at the Hindu temple. I am in the Level 2
(ages 8+) class. I think the best part about this program is that you can make new friends while
learning about our unique Indian culture. I love the teachers and how differently they all teach.
Whether it is a textbook, crosswords, or group discussion, they all do it with lots of passion. I
also like that we get to participate in Aarti, we get to do tours of the temple, and we get to participate in the seva activities. Last summer, we went to Woodland Mound for a picnic and we played
volleyball, soccer, and ate great food! We also planted flowers by the temple playground, which
was really fun. It’s definitely worth going to the classes and I look forward to it every Sunday!

Knowledge, Leadership,Service
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May Mahalakshmi`s grace

fill everyone`s life with abundance, good
health and prosperity.

Wishing everyone a Happy
Deepawali.

with compliments from:
Jagmohan and Shashi Khanna
Rajesh, Alka, Krishika and Mahika Khanna
Vinod, Vandana, Serina and Megha Vemparala.
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Bal Vihar Activities

Collection of photographs showing kids involved in various activities, such as:
·
·
·
·

Weekly yoga
Crafts during annual day camp in
June
Temple 5k walk,
Planting flowers by kids playground

·
·

Dahi handi celebration, temple anniversary yagya,
Kids dressed up as deities during anniversary, shloka during holi celebration.
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Our priests

Acharya Kailash Sharma, Chief Priest

Acharya Chakreshwar Sharma

Pundit Srinath Bhattar

Pundit Piyush Joshi
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Diwali down the memory lane
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Temple activities in focus
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Best Wishes for Happy & Prosperous
Deepawali

Best compliments from:
Prem, Suksham, Manish, Ashima Dhamija &
Sundeep, Ratika, Simran, Sahana, & Rocky Dhiman
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Temple activities in focus
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5K Walkathon very successful in

Temple Loan Paydown
It was all Smiles at the 5K Walk-a-thon. Even the early morning chill could not
dampen the spirits of the hundred odd souls assembled in the temple premises to
participate in the HSGC organized fund-raising walk-a-thon on Sunday, April 22,
2018. The march was flagged off to the chants of Vedic hymns and Ganesh Vandana supercharging the environment with excitement. The walkers, adorning orange T-shirts for adults and light blue T-shirts for children, trekked a designated
path covering the boulevard and touching both the old and the new gates while a
prayer-truck blaring bhajans and keertans followed on. All this fanfare was exceeded only by the joy of reaching the financial goal of $20 K for the walk-athon. The funds were quickly utilized to pay down the loan.
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Historical Landmarks of Our Temple
¨

A plan for HSGC was conceived on the Basant Panchami day of 1978 during a
Puja organized at Dr. & Mrs. Kapildeo and Kiran Sinha’s house. Dr. Kunwar
Bhatnagar from Louisville was also one of the key initiators of the thought
process.

¨

Initially, in the absence of a temple, Pujas were organized at individual homes
and were performed by Dr. Gangadhar Choudhary, a volunteer priest. Later
with increased community participation, pujas were moved to the basement
of First National Bank (now Star Bank), Ludlow Branch, Cincinnati.

¨

First HSGC Constitution was adopted in March 1979.

¨

First HSGC Newsletter was published in February 1980.

¨

HSGC was registered with the State of Ohio on April 17th, 1980.

¨

First Constitution election was conducted on June 15th, 1980.

¨

IRS granted tax exempt status to HSGC in March 1981.

¨

HSGC bought a house on Martin Luther King Drive on Sep 16th, 1982. This
house was renovated and used as the Hindu Temple until Nov 1995.

¨

Swami Bhashyanandji of Vivekanand Vedanta Society, Chicago, performed
the inaugural puja for that temple on Jan 2nd, 1983.

¨

The premiere issue of Aradhana, new name of the HSGC newsletter, was
published in Jan 1984.

¨

HSGC appointed Acharya Ravindra Nagarji as the first resident priest in Aug
1985.

¨

Land for the New temple was purchased on Sep 17th, 1986.

¨

Swami Jyotirmayanand of Miami, FL, performed the New temple Bhumi Puja
on Oct 12th, 1986.

¨

Pandit Bhagwati Charan Sharma was appointed as a resident priest on May
14th, 1988.

¨

Swami Jyotirmayanand of Miami, FL, laid the foundation of the New temple on
June 13th, 1992

¨

The NEW temple was inaugurated on Nov 18th - 19th, 1995. The deities were
moved from the old temple to the lower floor of the New temple.

¨

Pandit Bangalore Srinivas Bhattar was appointed as an additional priest in
Nov 1995.

¨

Murti Pran Pratishthapana Mahotsava and Maha Kumbhaabhishek was
organized on May 22nd - 26th, 1997 at the New Hindu Temple.
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¨

Acharya Kailash Sharma was appointed as a resident priest in 1997.

¨

Sri Mahadevan Devanathan Shivachariar was appointed as a resident
priest in 2000.

¨

Unveiling ceremony of “AUM” was held in the new Temple on April 29th
2000.

¨

Kalash Sthapana & Murti Pran Pratishthapana Kumbhabhishek was celebrated in May 2004.

¨

Pran Pratishtha of Chitraguptji and Jagganathji was celebrated in 2004.

¨

Navgraha Pran Pratishtha Mahotsava was organized in May 2005

¨

Murugan Kumbha Abhisekam was celebrated in July 2005.

¨

Acharya Chakreshwar Sharma and Pandit Srinath Bhattar were appointed
as resident priests in 2008.

¨

Yagna Shala was inaugurated on August 6th 2011.

¨

The Library of Hinduism was established in August 2011.

¨

Garbha Griha Pratishtha Mahotsava was celebrated on Oct 23rd 2011.

¨

The Library of Hinduism was established in August 2011.

¨

Garbha Griha Pratishtha Mahotsava was celebrated on Oct 23rd 2011.

¨

New access road to Barg Salt Run was constructed in 2013.

¨

New Gate was installed at the temple entrance at Barg Salt Run in
2014.

¨

Elevator was installed at the temple in 2014.

¨

Murti Visarjan lake on the temple property created in 2014.

¨

Solar lights installed along the new access boulevard to the Barg Salt
Run in 2015

¨

Additional paved parking lots added in 2015.
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Diwali

(also called dipawali – meaning “row of lights”
Raneshwer Gupta
It is a Hindu festival of lights, which is celebrated every autumn, at the end of the summer harvest, and falls on the new-moon day
(also known as Amavasya – the darkest
night).
In ancient India, Dewali was celebrated as an
important harvest festival at the end of summer growing season, but recently the different views about origin are listed below.
· Some part of India believes that Diwali is
the celebration of the marriage of Lakshmi (the Goddess of wealth) with Lord
Vishnu.
· Some other part of India believes that
Diwali is the celebration of Lakshmi
birthday (according to Vedic scripts, she
was born on the new-moon day of Kartik
– Indian Calendar month).
· The people in the northern hemisphere of
India believes that Diwali is celebrated to
welcome the return of Lord Rama along
with his wife Sita and his younger brother Lakshman, after completing their 14years of exile. To welcome their King,
the people of Ayodhya, decorated the
whole kingdom with earthen oil lamps
and had fireworks display.
The major part of India celebrates, Diwali as
the return of Lord Rama along with his wife
Sita and his younger brother Lakshman from
the 14-years of exile, after killing all the demons along with the demon-king Ravana.
As such, Diwali symbolizes the spiritual
“Victory of Lights over darkness, good over
evil, and knowledge over ignorance”. It is
celebrated eighteen days after the Dussehra
(the burning of the demon-king Ravana effigies) festival.
Few days before the arrival of the Diwali festival, the people starts the preparation for it,
by cleaning, renovating, and decorating their
homes, shops, businesses, and offices. On the
day of the festival, the people wear their finest clothes, buy sweats and gifts, illuminate

their interior and exterior of their homes with
candles, earthen divas, or lights. The whole
family along with their friends, offer puja to
Lakshmi-the Goddess of prosperity. After the
puja gifts are exchanged, the family feast is
served, and the light fireworks show is displayed for the enjoyment of the kids.
Diwali is not celebrated only by Hindus, but
the other religions also celebrate their respective festivals alongside Diwali.
Jain’s celebrate Diwali by observing
“Mahavira Divas”, which marks the
final liberation (physical death) of
Mahavira.
Sikh’s celebrate “Bandi Chhor Divas”,
which marks the release of Guru
Hargobind from the Gwalior Fort
prison controlled by the Mughal Empire “Jahangir”, and arrival at Golden
Temple Amritsar.
Buddhism’s celebrate Diwali by worshiping Lakshmi and Vishnu.
The following countries observe an official
holiday on the day of Diwali festival; Fiji,
Guyana, India, Malaysia, Mauritius, Nepal,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Suriname, and Trinidad.
Asato ma sat gamaya
(असत� म� सद्गमय)
Tamaso ma jyotir gamaya
(तमस� म� ���तग�मय)
Mṛtyor ma amṛtam gamaya
(म���म�� अम�त� गमय)
Om shanti shanti shantihi
(ॐ ����� ����� �����)
Translation:
From untruth lead us to Truth.
From darkness lead us to Light.
From death lead us to Immorality
Om, Peace, Peace, Peace
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Congratulations & Best Wishes
to all the devotees of
The Hindu Temple of Greater Cincinnati

On the auspicious occasion of
Diwali 2018

With Best Compliments from:

Dr. Ram Singh & Mrs. Shashi Singh
And their newly married
Son & Daughter-in-law
Neeraj & Monica Singh
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HSGC as Local Ambassador of Hindu Religion
Dr. Koti Shreekrishna
Over the 21 years of existence of our temple at the
current location, we have had close interaction with
the community at large. Several thousand nonHindus of all age groups have visited our temple in
guided tours during Mela, dedicated tours to visitors from local churches, schools and colleges apart
from casual visits by the community. Our temple
has welcomed visitors with open arms and mad
arrangements and adjustments (off- hour tours) as
well as prepared informative handouts about our
Temple and Hinduism. They all have returned with
very positive impression about our Temple and
many have expressed in detail about their experience through letters and e-mails. During Mela and
Nach Sitare, they have also gained much exposure
to Hindu culture. We have also made hundreds of
presentations on Hinduism to local churches,
World Religion Classes at schools and colleges as
well as moderated courses on aspects of Hinduism
at OLLI (University of Cincinnati). We have also
represented our Temple in many inter-faith events.
I like to share here a sample of feed-back we got
from sixth grade students of Hyde Park School
District.
“The experience at the Hindu Temple was quite
eye opening for many. Several were inspired to
continue to know more about Hinduism. They will
not soon forget the beautiful space and well-crafted
acronyms (A-E-I-O-U-Y of H-I-N-D-U-I-S-M)”. -- With gratitude, Kate Fisher
“Learning that Hinduism is one of the oldest religions kind of took me aback……Hindus really appreciate the deities….all of the statues have so
much detail and beauty that most could only dream
of to achieve…Hindus recognize the people for the
good they do to the world “--- Tonee

Faith. In future, I hope to learn more and hope to
attend to religious gatherings with my Grandfather”
--- Rohan (Coincidentally our grandson’s name is
also Rohan, hope he will say something like this
someday)!
“Your explanation of Hinduism was concise, detailed, and insightful. I learnt lots of things and the
Temple was a beautiful and fascinating place. It was
very worthwhile field trip. Some of the most important Hindu principles was the idea of: ‘only being intolerant of intolerance’, ‘paper as symbol of
knowledge’ and ‘list of possible life goals (Dharma,
Kama, Moksha, Artha)’ – Sheridan
“You were a great teacher and really nice. I really
like to learn from you more about the religion. One
thing I thought what was really cool are the Deities
and also the small statues that could have been Deities, but I am not sure. Some of them had labels that
represent planets. It was really interesting how you
could make offerings to the Deities. I like to learn
more”! – Nia
“This experience meant a lot to me, because I am
not very religious. You helped me to learn without
making me feel like an idiot. The beautiful and caling surroundings plus the fun and interesting way
you gave us information really made me feel welcome and I am in a good space. This was good experience and I am very greatful. This will help me
later in life to be kinder and more considerate of
others”—Ea
“Ganesha was interesting and how the mouse was
symbolized. I also thought it was interesting how
Brahman is everything. Hinduism is an amazing
religion and I would like to look more into it”.
—Reid

“It was fabulous experience learning more about
Hinduism. My Grandfather is Hindu, so I knew
little bit, but now I fully understand Hinduism. You
were very good explaining each part of Hindu
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HAPPY DEEPAVALI
To

All Hindu Temple Devotees
from Lord Murugan Devotees
Serving Lord Murugan and the Hindu Temple
for over 20 years

Joyous Deepavali Greetings
from
Satguru Bodhinatha Veylanswami
Kauai's Hindu Monastery
My guru, Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami, was very fond of Deepavali, and he
referred to the festival of lights as "Hindu Solidarity Day" as it is a day celebrated
by all the four denominations of Hinduism: Vaishnavism, Saivism, Shaktism and
Smartism. Deepavali is a celebration of the inner light within all of us, and on this
day we honor the light within each other by giving new clothes, sharing sweets
and snacks, cleaning the house, lighting oil lamps and bursting firecrackers. Many
business communities start their financial year on Deepavali and new account
books are opened on this day. In some countries, my devotees worship at the temple and then go from house to house singing Natchintanai, the "Good Thoughts"
of my guru's guru, Siva Yogaswami. They take the vibration of the temple into the
homes and uplift everyone in the family.
Many blessings to you and your family on this most auspicious occasion.
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Six Days of Diwali
Mrs. Leena Dixit
Diwali is the most important festival for Hindus. In addition, it is also very important for
Jains and Sikhs. Diwali represents the symbolic victory of light over darkness, knowledge
over ignorance, and good over evil. Diwali is
important to Hindus for several reasons and is
the festival is spread over six days. The relevance and importance of these six days is described below.
FIRST DAY: VASUBARAS
Vasubaras is the first day of Diwali celebrations. It is observed on the 12th day of the
Krishna Paksha (waning phase of moon) of
Ashwin month per traditional lunar calendar.
Vasubaras is dedicated to the worship of the
cow. Women worship cows with a calf on this
day. Symbolically, the cow represents motherhood. In rural India, cow is the sole economic
source for thousands of families. Keeping this
in mind, married women offer special pujas for
the wellbeing of cows.
SECOND DAY: DHANTERAS
On Dhanteras, Lakshmi - the Goddess of
wealth - is worshipped to provide prosperity
and wellbeing. It is also the day for celebrating
wealth, as the word 'Dhan' literally means
wealth and 'Tera' comes from the date 13th
(trayodashi in Sanskrit and Teras in Hindi). In
the evening, the lamp is lit and Dhan-Lakshmi
is welcomed into the house. Rangoli designs
are drawn on pathways including the goddess
footprints to mark the arrival of Lakshmi. Aartis or devotional hymns are sung for Goddess
Lakshmi and sweets and fruits are offered to
her. People buy gold or silver jewelry or utensils to venerate the occasion of Dhanteras.
Many wear new clothes and wear jewelry as
they light the first lamp of Diwali while some
engage in a game of gambling. However, there
is no religious significance to gambling and we
must discourage it. Ancient texts like Puranas
tell us that Laxmi comes in two ways: (1) She
comes on Eagle - the right way (Which comes

from Hard work and devotion) (2) She comes
on Owl - the wrong way. When Laxmi comes
the right way, she stays with you forever and
gives happiness. When she comes the wrong
way, she gives you grief and does not stay with
you for long.
The Myth of Dhanvantari:
According to another legend, in the cosmic
battle between the gods and the demons when
both churned the ocean for ‘amrit’ or divine
nectar. Dhanvantari – the physician of the gods
and an incarnation of Vishnu – emerged carrying a pot of the elixir. According to this mythological tale, the word Dhanteras comes from
the name Dhanvantari, the divine doctor.
THIRD DAY: NARAK CHATURDASHI
Narak Chaturdashi is the day when Lord
Krishna rid the world of the evil demon Narakasura with his Sudarshana Chakra. The rituals
of Kali Choudas is strongly suggestive of the
origin of Diwali as a harvest festival. On this
day delicacies are prepared from pounded semi
-cooked rice (called Poha). This rice is taken
from the fresh harvest available at that time.
On this day Hindus get up earlier than usual.
Then everyone in the family takes an early
bath after rubbing perfumed oils on themselves. Aarti is offered in the house. Afterwards, new clothes are worn. A large breakfast
is enjoyed with relatives and friends. In the
evening, a mix of bright and loud fireworks
create an atmosphere of joyful fun. Special
sweet dishes are served as part of the meal.
Houses are lit with oil lamps during the evening.
FOURTH DAY: LAXMI PUJAN
Lakshmi Pujan is the most important day of
Diwali. On this day Prabhu Ramchandra
reached Ayodhya after defeating Ravan from
Lanka. It took 25 days for the Lord Ram and
his army. To welcome him, all people in
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Ayodhya decorated their houses with oil
lamps.
This is also the day all business people end
their financial year. They do puja of their accounting books. Their belief is that Goddess
Laxmi will bless with prosperity. This day
has also traditionally represented the end of
financial year for the business community in
India.
FIFTH DAY: BALIPRATIPADA
Another interesting Diwali legend is about
King Bali. He was a generous ruler but also
very ambitious. To propitiate the gods he performed a Yagna (fire sacrifice). His Yagna
was so successful that even the gods were
terrified to appear before him and grant him a
boon for the fear what if he would ask something which is beyond their capacity. Some of
the Gods pleaded Vishnu to check King
Bali's power. Vishnu came to earth in the
form of a dwarf dressed as priest.
When the priest reached King Bali's court, he
challenged him to ask for anything he wanted. The priest said "You are the ruler of the
three worlds: the Earth, the world above the
skies and the underworld. Would you give
me the space that I could cover with three
strides?" King Bali laughed. This request
seemed strange to all the courtiers, but king
Bali granted it. Surely a dwarf could not cover much ground, thought the King, who
agreed to dwarf's request.
Once the request was granted, the priest, who
was none other than Vishnu in disguise,

scaled the entire world (Mrutyu-loka) with
his first step, scaled the heavens (Swargaloka) with his second step so that nothing was
left to be scaled with his third step. He asked
bewildered Bali to provide some respectable
place so that the boon could be fulfilled. Left
with no alternative, the noble King Bali offered his head for the purpose. To his surprise, the priest not only lost no time in placing his foot over King Bali's head, but also
thrust Bali into the nether worlds (Patalaloka) which as per Hindu cosmogony is hell
and lies below the surface of the earth. This
day also represents the New Year’s Day according to the Vikram Samvat.
Bali Prati-pada, "below the opponent's foot",
is celebrated to commemorate this event as
victory of good over evil.
SIXTH AND THE LAST DAY: BHAIDOOJ
On the day of the festival, sisters invite their
brothers (bhai) for a sumptuous meal including their favorite dishes. The whole ceremony signifies the duty of a brother to protect
his sister, as well as a sister's blessings for
her brother.
Bhai Dooj is a time for family reunions as all
brothers and sisters in the family get together
along with friends families. They exchange
gifts and sweets. Special Sweets are made all
over India. On this occasion sisters and brothers give gifts to each other.
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Bhramotsavam
Pundit Srinath Bhattar

Brahmotsavam is perhaps the grandest of celebrations in many temples. Brahmotsavam
may be conducted on the anniversary of
Temple or on the Birth Day (Jayanthi) of the
Temple Deity or as desired (sponsored) by
the devotees. Thus, there can be more than
one Brahmotsavam in a given year. It is stated that in the Balaji temple of Thirumalai in
the year 1551 AD, as many as 11 Brahmotsavamas took place.
Origins: Brahmotsavam means "Grand celebration" or a "celebration performed by Brahma". Both the meanings are appropriate for
this event. Lord Indra once killed a Brahmaraakshasa and he incurred "Brahma hatya
dosha". To relieve Indra of that sin, Lord
Brahma conducted a ceremony. In this ceremony, officiated by Brahma himself, Indra
held Sriman Narayana (Lord Vishnu) on his
head during the special ritual bath "Avabritha
Snaanam". This verily was the first
Brahmotsavam. Because of the immense
cleansing power of Brahmotsavam, it is periodically performed in Temples to compensate for shortcomings that may have incurred.
It is a belief that every Brahmotsavam is witnessed by Lord Brahma. In recognition of
this, a decorated empty chariot is pulled in
front of the chariot carrying the deities during
the
Brahmotsavam.
References
to
Brahmotsavam is found in Varaaha-Purana
(ch.18) and Bhavishyotthara Puraana (ch.
24).
Key Events: Brahmotsavam celebration lasts
for 9 days. It begins with Ankurarpanam and
concludes with Avabhritha Snanam (Ritual
bath or Theertha vaari). On each day, the
Utsava Murthis will be decorated and taken
in procession, once in the morning and once
in the evening on different Vahanams
(vehicles). In the night, there will also be Unjal seva (Deities seated on the swing). Here is
a summary of main events in the Brahmotsavam celebration at the Balaji temple in
Thirumalai.

Day 1: Ankurarpanam (planting 9 grains in
soil placed in earthen dishes). Kankanadharanam (wrist band) to Utsava Muthi and priests.
Procession of Vishvaksenar (Commander-inchief of Vishnu's army). MritsangrahanamCollecting the soil for Brahmotsava. Yagna
(Hawan) Peetam. Vishvaksenar returns from
procession and enters the Yaga Shaala (Place
where Yagnam is conducted), where he is
received with Poorna Kumbham honor
(special Pot filled with water). He is believed
to be the Pradhana Yajaman (Chief conductor) of this Yagnam. This is followed by Procession of Deity on Pedda Sesha (Big serpent)Vahanam.
Day 2: Morning Utsavam (procession) of Deity on Smaller Shesha (smaller serpent) Vahanam. Dwajaarohanam in the evening.
Garuda Dwajam- a flag bearing the emblem
of Garuda (The Eagle- Vehicle of Vishnu) is
hoisted with Veda Mantrams from Taittiriya
Samhita dedicated to Garuda. This signals the
start of Brahmotsavam to the whole town.
Day 3: Morning procession on Lion (Simha
Vahanam).
Day4: Morning procession on the "every desire fulfilling giving ree" Kalpavriksha vahanam).
Day 5: Deity is dressed as Mohini (temptress, a
form of Vishnu) and taken procession in ivory
palanquin (carrier). Night procession is taken on
Eagle (Garuda) vahanotsavam.
Day 6: Morning: Procession on Hanuman vahanam. Night procession on Gaja (Elephant).
Day 7: Morning procession on Surya Prabha
(Sun) vahanam. Evening procession on Chandra
Prabha(Moon) vahanam.
Day 8: Morning: Rathotsavam -Ratha (chariot)
Yatra (procession) for the Deities. Night: Procession on Ashva (horse) vahanam.

Day 9: Morning: Deities carried on Palanquin
to the Pushkarani (sacred pond) in front of
(Continued on page 35)
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Bansal Construction, Inc.
We wish you, the Indian/American Community,
The Very Best
We are Electrical contractors for installing signal and lighting systems for roadways, airports, streetscapes and parks in the Tri-State area.
3262 Homeward Way, Fairfield, Ohio 45014
Phone: 513-874-5410 Fax: 513-874-1346
www.Bansalconstruction.Com

Please visit our web site at BansalConstruction.Com

Our appreciation is great
For the opportunity to illuminate,
Regulate, and reduce your travel wait
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Meditation: The Way to a Healthy Mind
Acharya Chakreshwar Sharma
An individual’s wellbeing is dependent on
the health of his/her body and mind. The
body can maintain through daily healthy habit such as exercising and eating well. The
mind on the other hand requires more creative avenues for maintaining its health. Mediation (Dhyana) is one such avenue, which
allows the mind to go into a state of peace
and intense concentration.
According to the Vedas, meditation has been
practiced since around the sixth and fifth century B.C.E. After that, ancient sages practiced meditation to gain insightful awareness
of their own mind and body. Regular meditation brought these sages wisdom that was
ahead of their time as they worked with complex theories of math and science thousands
of years before the subjects came into existence. These sages were also keenly aware of
their relationship with nature and the gods as
they were able to focus deeply inwards and
gain a true understanding of their own body
and mind.
Through regular practice of meditation, we
can overcome our mental blocks, negative
thinking, debilitative fears, stress and anxiety
by knowing their cause and dealing with
them. We can come to understand the nature
of things, the fluctuation of our minds, the
source of our suffering and its possible resolution. This is done by focusing our energy
inwards to become consciously aware of our
mind and the body.

important during this period of meditation to
be aware of the breathing and coordinating
with it. Perhaps, the two most commonly
used mantras are Om (Aum), and the Gayatri
mantra.
The repetition of the mantras Om creates
mental vibration of the mind to experience
deeper levels of awareness. In the pronunciation of Om – Aum – the letter A represents
Vishnu, U represents Lord Shiva and M represents Braham. So, when the mantra Om is
recited it brings us closer to the gods as well
as all the energy and knowledge in the universe. Similarly, The Gayatri mantra is is
used to focus our minds while meditating. It
can be chanted silently anywhere from 8 to
1008 times every day in any place on earth in
any type of clothing. The mantra does not
restrict the meditator and exists purely to help
focus his/her mind and come closer to Lord
Brahma.
In Conclusion, it does not matter which venue one decides to take in order to keep his/her
body healthy because there are many paths to
maintaining a physically fit image. However,
when it comes to taking care of the mind,
meditation is extremely important because it
relaxes the brain after countless hours of
stress. Reciting simple mantras will also help
during meditation as they will allow the meditator to focus on god within their own mind
and further bring peace and relaxation to the
mind.

Most types of meditation are practiced sitting
with spin erect and eyes closed. The practitioner repeats a mantra in his/her mind, silently, repeatedly throughout the session. It is
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Bhakti Yoga : The path of Devotion
Acharya Kailash Sharma, Chief Priest

म����श्य म�� �� म�� ��त्य��क्त� उप�सत� ।
श्रद्ध�� पर��प�त��� म� ��क्ततम� मत�� ॥ Gita 12/2

Those who fix their minds on Me and always
engage in My devotion with steadfast faith, I
consider them to be the best devotees.
Bhakti Yoga is one of the four main yogic
paths to enlightenment. Bhakti means
“devotion” or “love” and this path contains
various practices to unite the bhakta with the
Divine through love and the loving recollection of God. It is considered the easiest yogic
path to master and the most direct method to
experience the unity of mind, body and spirit.
Most religions emphasize this spiritual path
because it comes naturally and easy to practice. The bhakta achieves oneness with the Divine through the force of love, which is so
powerful.
Bhakti is derived from the Sanskrit root word
“Bhaj” which means “to serve” or “to be attached” to God without any pre-conditions.
There are no selfish expectations or fear. In
Chapter 12 Bhakti Yoga of the Shreemad
Bhagwad Geeta, Lord Shri Krishna has explained the glory of Bhakti- the devotional
path. He says, “Manmanaa bhava mad bhakto
madyajee maam namaskuru”(Think of Me, be
My devotee, worship Me, offer salutations to
Me), “maam ekam sharanam vraja” (leave
everything
to
Me
alone),
and
“mokshaishyaami maa shucha” (I will take
care of all your needs. don’t worry). Bhakti is
sublime love, supreme devotion and utmost
attachment to God

but God).
There are nine main practices of Bhakti Yoga
that can be practiced independently or together. Each of these limbs creates a specific bhava (feeling) that appeals to different inner constitutions of practitioners. Shrimad Bhaagawatam describes the different modes for expression of one’s Bhakti as:
Shravanam, Keertanam Vishnoh, Smaranam, Paadasevanam,
Archanam, Vandanam, Daasyam, Sakhyam
and Aatmanivedanam.
These are briefly explained below:
Shravanam is hearing of Lord’s stories. It is
also called Satsang (to sit with learned teacher). One cannot attain Shravan Bhakti without
the company of Saints or wise men. Bhaagawatam says that King Parikshit attained moksha through Shravanam. He listened to the
glories of God from Shukdevji. His heart was
purified and he attained abode of Lord Vishnu.
Keertanan is singing of God’s glories. There
are many examples in our books like Surdas,
Tulsidas, Meera Bai, etc. In Keertanam a devotee is thrilled with divine emotion. He/she
loses him/her-self in the love of God. A devotee cries and weeps whenever he/she thinks of
Lord. A devotee’s voice become choked and is
established in the Divine Power.

Lord Shri Krishna says in the Bhagawad Geeta that He has four types of devotees

Smarnam is remembrance of Lord at all the
times. The mind does not think of any object
of the World and mind mediates on what is
heard about glories of God and his virtues.
Just like what “Dhruva” or “Prahlad” did to
achieve God-hood.

(“Chaturvidha bhajante
sukritinorjuna.

Janaah

Paadsevana is called serving the Lord’s feet.
To do seva (service) for the God.

Aarto Jignaasurarthaarthi gyanee cha Bharatarshabha”):

Archanam is worship of the God. Worship
can be done with external materials or through
strong feelings. Material worship can take the
form of devotionally offering flowers, fruits,
water, leaves, milk, sweets, and garments to a
(Continued on page 35)

1.
2.
3.
4.

maam

Aarta - who is suffering
Jignasu - who likes to know God
Artharthi – who wants material prosperity
Gyani – who knows (there is nothing else
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ONE OF THE BEST TEN RESTAURANTS IN DAYTON
WE SPECIALIZE IN CATERING FOR PARTIES
* GRADUATIONS * WEDDINGS
* BUSINESS MEETINGS * BANQUETS* SHOWERS * ANY
SPECIAL OCCASIONS

SURJIT SINGH

LAKHWINDER SINGH

AMAR INDIA

JEET INDIA

2751 Miamisburg Centerville Rd

2632 N. Fairfield

Dayton, OH 45459

Dayton, OH 45431

Tel: 937-439-9005

Tel: 937-431-8881/Cell: 513-300-4020

SurjitMattu@yahoo.com

LakhwinderSingh@hotmail.com

www.AmarIndiaDayton.com

www.JeetIndiaDayton.com
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Bhakti Yoga ...
(Continued from page 33)
Deity’s idol or picture.
Vandana is sincere salutation. Devotee bows
down him/her-self at the feet of God. This
gets rid of our ego completely. Divine grace
descends upon the devotee, and he/she becomes more blessed.
Daasya is the love of God through servitude.
Serving and worshiping the deity in the temple, cleaning the temple premises and serving
the God like a servant. Shri Hanuman has
Daasya Bhakti to Lord Rama. He sits at the
door of Lord Rama as said in Hanuman
Chalisa book “Raam dwaare tum rakhwaare
hota na aagya binu paisare”(You are the sentry at the door of Shri Rama’s abode. No one
can enter it without your permission) Hanuman ji also known As Ram-Das.

without salt, human life without which the life
is useless. The path of Bhakti is easiest of all
and is not very much against the nature of human inclinations. It slowly and surely takes the
individual to the Supreme. The Bhakti Yoga
softens the heart and removes jealousy, hatred,
lust, anger, egoism, pride and arrogance. It infuses joy, divine ecstasy, bliss, peace and
knowledge. All cares, worries and anxieties,
fears, mental torments and tribulations entirely
vanish. The devotee is freed from the wheel of
births and deaths. He/She attains the immortal
abode of everlasting peace, bliss and
knowledge.
May the Divine Light of Diwali Spread in everyone’s
Life Peace, Prosperity, Happiness and Good Health.
Tamso Ma Jyotirgamaya

तमस� म� ���तग�मय

Sakhya is serving the God like a friend. As
good friend always shows the correct path in
the life. If we worship God like friend as Arjun, or Gopals in Vrindaaban did to Lord
Krishna. Another excellent example is the
relation between Sudaama and Krishna.
Aatmanivedanam is total surrender of one
self to God. Devotee offers everything to God
including body, mind and soul. He/she keeps
nothing and let go everything. The devotee
has no personal and independent existence.
This self-surrender constitutes absolute faith
in God. As we sing in Aarti song
“Tan man dhan Sab Kuchha hai Tera ,
Tera Tujhko Arpan Kya lage mera”
My body, my mind, my wealth and my everything belongs to You I offer what is Yours
to You What is there that is mine?
The nine types of Bhakti enumerated here are
the ways in which a devotee attains the supreme ideal of life. In Ram Charit Manas
Shri Tulsidas ji has explained the beauty of
devotion .
“ Bhagati Heen gun sab sukh aise, Lavan
bina bahu Binjan jaise’’

Bhramotsavam...
(Continued from page 29)
for Abhishekam and Avabritha Snanam
(Theerthavaari thirumanjanam). All devotees
also take bath in the pushkarani. The Deities
are taken back to the Kalyana Mantapam of the
Temple. The flag is un-hoisted, marking the
conclusion of Brahmotsavam. Even watching
the video of this majestic celebration in itself
deeply touches our heart, mind, eyes and ears.

Just as all the delicious dishes are tasteless
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We wish all the community members

A very Happy Diwali
With

Best compliments from

the Narayana Family
Anand & Pratima Narayana
Manu Narayana & Manisha Sinha
Himanshu Narayana & Archana Srivastava
Alok and Crystal Narayana
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Bhakti Movement
A Period of Socio-religious Renaissance
Dr. Anand D. Narayana
य�� य�� �ह धम��य ����न��व�त ��रत ।

to 17th century A.D. by many Hindu devotees, preachers, and religious reformers.

Yada yada hi dharmasya glanirbhavati bharata
Abhythanamadharmasya tadatmanam srijamyaham
Bhagvadgita, 4-7

In the ancient period, Hinduism had to face
challenges from new religions like Buddhism
and Jainism, and they even received royal
patronage. In due course of time, both these
religions lost much of their vitality due to the
tolerant and liberal outlook of Hinduism.
Even Lord Buddha came to be regarded as
the ninth incarnation of Vishnu in the Hindu
pantheon. During this time Adi Shankaracharya engaged in and defeated monks from
other faiths in shashtrartha duels, that contributed to firm re-establishment of a renewed
and vigorous Hinduism.

अ�य����नमधम��य त���म�न� ��
� ��यहम � ॥

Through these shlokas, Bhagwan Krishna
proclaims a self-correcting nature for His
creation: no matter how dark the night the
sunshine could not be far behind. The
Upanishads, the Puranas, and other Hindu
scriptures are replete with stories of demonic forces (asuras) overpowering the angelic
forces (devas) temporarily only to be conquered later, with divine interference, and
making way for the establishment of a saner
order. The Dashavtar tales from Shrimad
Bhagavatam depict this idea. Even Shiva
Puran, Markandeya Puran, and many others
emphasize the same belief.
Beyond the religious and the spiritual realm
the same phenomenon is observed in the
context of socio-economic and political affairs. Through the millennia, in every society and every culture, when people thought it
could not get better, a leader or a Yug
Purush is born who helps his people and
society free themselves off of the constraining yoke. We are reminded of many such
leaders: George Washington, Mahatma
Gandhi, and Nelson Mandela for example.
In the realm of Indian History, Bhakti Kal is
a period identified with heightened socioreligious and cultural activities that produced a long-lasting cleansing effect on the
social psyche the impact of which can be
seen and felt even today. Some call these set
of events the Bhakti Movement. The movement started as early as the 9th century A.D.
by Adi Shankaracharya which continued up

In the Indian tradition, the concept of Bhakti
is as old as Hinduism itself. But it offers a
different connotation in the context of Bhakti
movement and the associated socio-religious
background. Bhakti movement refers to the
Indian response to a new challenge that appeared in the form of the Islamic religion. In
fact, the Bhakti movement was the direct outcome of the emergence of Islam in India.
Drawbacks in the Hindu Society:
The roots of the Bhakti movement can be
traced to the social evils prevalent in the Hindu society at the time of Muslim invasions
and their subsequent rule in India: the rigidity
of the caste system, irrelevant rituals and religious practices, blind faiths, and social dogmas. The society also suffered from polytheism, segregation, severe economic disparity
due to casteism, untouchability and the like, a
monopoly of the Brahmins in all things religious while themselves leading a corrupt, immoral life,.
Ordinary men, in general, displayed apathy
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towards these social evils and were in need of
a liberal form of religion where they could
identify themselves with simple religious
practices. Therefore, the widespread dissatisfaction against the existing social, spiritual
evils was a major catalyst behind the spread
of Bhakti movement all over India for an extended period of time.

In the words of Prof A.L. Srivastav,
“The Bhakti movement received its impetus
from the presence of iconoclastic Muslim
preachers who stressed upon the unity of
God, vehemently criticized the Hindu religion
and thought and attempted to convert Hindus
to their religion by resorting to all kinds of
means.”

Challenge from the Rival Religion:
The Muslims first arrived in India in the 8th
century AD. By the beginning of the 13th
century AD, it became the religion of the ruling community. This religion had its own individual characteristics like the universal
brotherhood, equality of all in the society,
absence of any caste system or untouchability, opposition to idol worship and above all,
a practice of monotheism or oneness of God.
Among all these, absolute monotheism or
equality of all men greatly appealed to the
Hindus, especially the Sudras who were the
worst sufferers and had no religious freedom.
These Islamic ideas threw a powerful challenge to the existing corrupt aspect of Hinduism and the accompanying social evils.
After living together for generations and continuous interaction between the people of two
communities there grew a feeling of kindness
and generosity among the Hindus and Muslims. Both consciously and unconsciously the
ideals of Islam produced a benevolent effect
upon the minds of a section of Hindus and
fostered the growth of a liberal attitude. Giving up their mutual suspicion, hatred and rivalry a new bond of unity and fraternity began to emerge. There was an absolute need to
change the existing system as well as bring
radical changes in the fabric of Hindu beliefs.
Prof A. L. Srivastav remarks,
“Hinduism, therefore, tried to defend itself by
purging off some of its evil practices particularly those related to regions of caste and
image worship.”
Thus, Hinduism needed purification. The
Bhakti movement aimed at the redemption of
Hindu religion and liberation of the people
from the monopoly and injustices of the
priestly classes.
Role of Religious Reformers:

That is why Bhakti movement has often been
presented as a Hindu response to the egalitarian message of Islam and its spread among
the lower classes of Hindu society.
It was a challenge to the Hindu religious
leaders. They, therefore, felt the urgent necessity of making the dormant Hinduism
more active and a living force among the
common masses. Put differently, the Bhakti
movement was a reply to Islam’s monotheism and egalitarianism by way of a new interpretation of Hinduism.
Prof. K.M. Panikkar observes,
“The medieval period witnessed many revivalist movements in Hinduism under different sages and saints. They were based on
Bhakti which was the outcome of the feeling
of escapism which dominated the Hindu mind
as a result of the conquest of its sacred places in Islam.”
The Bhakti movement started in the South in
response to the conquest of northern India by
Muslim rulers. From 8th century A.D. to 15th
century A.D. this movement gathered its momentum in the south. The earliest reformersaint in South was Adi Shankaracharya who
had unparalleled success. Further, the campaign was carried forward by twelve Alwar
saints and sixty-three Nayanar saints of the
South. In the course of time the saints of
Northern India got themselves involved in
this Bhakti movement. Its real impact was felt
when prominent saints like Kabir, Nanak and
Shri Chaitanya spread the ideas of fraternity,
equality, and love inherent in both the religions. Due to this synthesizing attitude,
Bhakti movement attained tremendous success.
The period witnessed the emergence of many
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saints and reformers who tried to purge Hinduism of its evils and blind practices. The
chief exponents of the movement were Shankara, Ramanuja, Kabir, Nanak, Shri
Chaitanya, Mirabai, Ramananda, Namdev,
Nimbarka, Madhava, Eknath, Surdas,
Tulsidas, Tukaram, Vallabhacharya and
Chandidas. They were the champions of the
Bhakti movement who made Bhakti their
principal theme and gave a call to the people
to worship in the simplest possible way of
devotion and love.
Features of the Bhakti Movement:
Although the preachers of the movement
were from different parts of India, spoke different languages and presented different sermons there was a marked similarity in their
thoughts and philosophy. Some of their common ideas are as follows:
1. Unity of Godhead: Bhakti movement centered round monotheism or the worship
of one God. To them Ram and Rahim,
Ishwar and Allah were but different
names of one Supreme Being
2. 2. Simplicity in the form: No formalities
like ceremonies or rituals were required
to worship God. With supreme devotion
to the Almighty, one could realize Him.
Thus Bhakti was superior to Gnyana or
knowledge and Karma, or Action.
3. Importance of Guru: A true guru was the

primary source to attain God. He alone
could show the path of light to reach the
proper destination.
4. Equality of men or universal brotherhood: It
was believed that all creations of God were
equal and hence, all men should be treated
equally.
5. True Love of God: A passionate feeling of
love for God, and principles of truthfulness,
non-violence, harmony, morality and humanistic values are that are needed to
achieve God.
6. Complete surrender alone leads to salvation: Formalities or external rituals were of
no avail to realize God. The purity of
thought or a sense of submission to God is
all that is needed.
Bhakti movement began a new chapter in Indian society. By the 15th century A.D., it was a
prominent movement to reckon with both socially and culturally and left a lasting influence
on the people.
References:
1. Srivastave, A. L., “Selected works”, Agra
University, 1947.
2. Panikkar, K. M., “Studies in Indian History”, 1963.
3. Shukla, Ramchandra,”History of Hindi
Literature (Hindi)”, Nagri Pracharini
Sabbha, Varanasi 1997.
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Best wishes to the

Hindu Community of Cincinnati
On the auspicious occasion of

Diwali 2018!

Compliments of:
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Ish-Upanishad
Dhirendra Sharma
Introduction:
It is the truth that the Vedas are the storehouses for both the Para and Apara Vidya
(knowledge). This is because the Vedas are
the direct words of the Almighty God reveled
into the minds of the original greatest rishis.
Being the direct words of God, the Vedas are
considered very authentic. Vedas have all the
scientific knowledge of the near-infinite size
universe and its Creator who is Omnipresent,
All-pervading, Omniscient, Omnipotent, and
Formless and on and on.
However, unfortunately the Vedas are not easy
to understand by a common person. The great
Rishis of the past realized this drawback, with
the Vedas. Hence, they broke-up some important portions of the Vedic knowledge and
translated them in a simpler language with
great examples. These translations are called
Upanishads. By reading Upanishad, a person
can attain true happiness and peace of mind in
this life as well as attain true bliss i.e. moksha
(Salvation).
The understanding of Upanishad is that by
which one came close to the Almighty, Omnipresent, Omnipotent and Omniscient Supreme
Spirit. Upanishad also makes the person realize that body is not the soul and the matter is
not God. Unfortunately, in a materialistic
world we do not make a distinction between
the body and soul, nor between the Matter and
God.

Upanishad pertains to Brahma, who is Omnipresent and All-pervading. This Upanishad is
divided into four parts:
First Part: The first part consists of the first
three mantras, which describe the five duties,
which are:
a
God exists everywhere.
b
All things (animate and inanimate) belong to God and the man has only a
right to use them.
c
Never have any desire to take a
thing or independence of the other person.
d
Perform all work as a duty without any desire for its fruit.
e
Out Thoughts, Speech and Actions Need to be in Harmony with Soul.
Second Part: This part comprises mantras four
to eight. They contain the roots of important
principles of Brahm-Vidya (knowledge).
Third Part:
This part comprises mantra nine
to sixteen. They prescribe the duties by observing which the person can acquire Brahm-Vidya.
Fourth Part: The seventeenth mantra describes the time when the soul quits the body.
And in the last eighteenth mantra a prayer is
addressed to God for the grant of success.

There are true 11 Upanishads. The first one is
called Ishopanishad. It is the foundation stone
of Upanishad superstructure. This Ishopanishad mainly has the knowledge of Brahma. It
is the embodiment of the knowledge of the Vedas and the subsequent Upanishads are expansion of this knowledge.
This Ishopanishad is the fortieth chapter of
Yajurveda. The knowledge contained in this
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Yoga Darshana
Sree Aswath1

We are all intensely active in the world to get
Sukha. Sukha is comfort characterized by happiness and peace. Why does it elude us? This
is the question of every thinking man. The ancient sages of Bhaarata (India) pondered over
this question very deeply. Several schools of
thought emerged, which can broadly be classified into two kinds, philosophical, and theistic. There are six schools of philosophy dealing with the nature of reality. There are six
theistic schools related to religion. Among all
these, the The Yoga Darshana (yoga philosophy) stands out preeminently because it addresses the mind which is the experiencer of
happiness and otherwise.
The Author
The sage who codified the Yoga Darshana
was Sage Patanjali (placed between 2nd century BCE and 4th century CE). Among many
legends about his life he is believed to be an
incarnation of Adishesha. Tradition also ascribes him to be the author of three texts dealing with mind (Yoga Sutras), grammar
(Mahabhashya, a commentary on Panini’s
Sanskrit grammar), and medicine (Sushruta
Samhita).
The Sutras
There are 196 cryptic aphorisms (sutra-s) in
the Yoga Sutra text divided into four parts.
The first part, the Samadhi Paada, establishes
that Yoga is controlling the modifications of
the mind, the vritti. The second, Saadhana
Paada, details the methods of controlling the
mind. The third, Vibhuti Paada, describes the
various powers that accrue to a highly controlled mind. The last, Kaivalya Paada, leads
to the conclusion of the darshana that emancipation is recognizing the pure consciousness,
the seer, as separate from the qualities of nature.
Where to Start?

The aspirant begins by committing to a daily
regimen. This is very easy for those with religious bent of mind. He offers daily prayers to
his Ishta Devata (personal deity). Simultaneously he meditates upon the noble qualities of
the deity. Then he takes up practicing these
qualities in everyday life while interacting
with one and all. This practice, Abhyaasa,
must be done consistently, diligently, and devotedly for a long time until the noble qualities becomes one’s second nature.
Four Values
Patanjali, in his Yoga Sutras, recognizes four
interdependent values to be practiced. They
are Maitri (to show genuine friendliness to
those who are happy), Karuna (compassion
towards the unhappy), Mudita (to be delighted
with the virtuous), and Upeksha (to be indifferent towards the wicked).
While these precepts are obvious, simple, and
straight forward, why very few practice them?
Patanjali identifies ten causes. They are disease, laziness, doubt, carelessness, dullness of
mind, sensual disposition, false perception,
failure to reach a firm grounding, unsteadiness
in concentration, and distraction.
How to know that these are happening to us?
When we find ourselves in emotional distress,
despair, trembling of the body and irregular
breathing occur. This was the state in which
Arjuna was when he saw the assembled relatives in the war. His first reaction was mental
distress by thinking of the imminent death and
destruction. We see his despair exhibited in
his incoherent and emotional talk. He says that
his body trembles and is unable to stay steady.
Arjuna’s case in the Mahabharata is a classic
case study for Sutra 1.30.
From Theory to Practice
The sage now turns to specific methods of
practice which assuredly culminates in peace

1

A resident of Columbus, OH, Sree Aswath is a retired information technology professional.and a scholar
in Vedic subjects, Sanskrit, Buddhism and Jainism. Email: Sree,aswath@ gmail. com.
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of mind and establishes the aspirant in Yoga.
Three projects have to be taken up simultaneously.
The first is Tapas. By practicing Tapas, one
achieves control on body, mind, and speech.
In the Bhagavadgita, Chapter 17, Lord Krishna gives specific instructions as to how to
perform Tapas successfully.
The second is Swadhyaaya, the study of the
self. The best source for Swaadhyaaya is a
competent teacher learned in scriptures and
established in the Self. The great books, especially the Bhagavadgita and the Upanishads are indispensable and invaluable
sources. These texts have to be studied repeatedly and then their teachings applied in
everyday living.
The third is, as we have already seen, the
worship of God. Devoted worship of God
brings us in contact with noble souls
(Satsanga) and they reinforce our efforts. We
emulate their incorruptible habits and unconditional love for others. In due course, we
overcome the obstacles pointed out earlier.
We are now ready to rid ourselves of impurities.
Towards Light of Wisdom – The Eight
Limbs of Yoga
The Sage Patanjali instructs us to practice
with commitment (anushthana) Yoga of
eight limbs. By doing so, all impurities of our
mind are cleansed. Our awareness turns toward knowledge and wisdom. We begin to
relate to others without harshness, without
appropriating what belongs to others, and
with truthfulness. Then, we build internal resilience by practicing purity, contentment,
austerity, study of scriptures, and worship of
God. These two ‘Great Vows’ ensure that we
do not disturb the world and we remain unperturbed by the world. We become dear to
God as Sri Krishna says in the Bhagavadgita
12.15 – “He who does not cause distress to
others and is free from anxiety, who is steady
in happiness and challenges, is dear to Me”.
To augment these virtues, we are asked to
take control of the body first. When we make
our Asana, posture, steady and comfortable

we can turn our attention to control of breath
and senses, leading to focus. Focus is
dhaaranaa, fixing our mind on one object,
one place, or one idea. This is the mental
state
(vritti)
of
‘one-pointedness’,
ekaagrataa. An untrained mind which fluctuates among stupor, agitated, or distracted
states (moodha, kshipta, vikshipta) now
achieves stability. Freed from these defects,
the mind becomes capable of dhyaana, an
unbroken flow of thought towards one object
or idea. In this state, the perceiver unfettered
by the lens of mind sees the true nature of the
object. This state is Samadhi, absorption.
Patanjali introduces the technical term
Samyama which encompasses dhaaranaa,
dhyaana, and samaadhi. This definition is
wider in scope than the ordinary understanding of Samyama as mere continence.
Vibhuti - Powers
Depending on which object the one-pointed
concentration flows, powers accrue. One can
shrink the body to a size tinier than an atom,
expand enormously, become light as a feather, heavier than a mountain, lordship on anything, and such. We are well aware of the
powers of Hanumaan, who could shrink or
expand his body at will. His yogic powers
were also such that none of the elements
could stop or hurt him. We may recall that he
was not burnt when his tail was set fire.
Sage Patanjali, while affirming the possibility
of all these powers, warns us that attachment
or use of these powers will bind us to the
realm of guna-s which cause bondage. The
seed of evil remains potent only to sprout
given an opportunity. Hence, the sage asserts
that we should give up these powers also to
get liberated.
Relevance of the Yoga Sutras
Yogic lifestyle is an extraordinary means to the
exalted goal of jeevanmukti, liberation while
alive. The great Acharya, Adi Shankaracharya,
places Yoga in the broader context of our spiritual path. In his seminal text Vivekachoodamani he
teaches that the first step is to practice essential
virtues such as eschewing pride, followed by Ya-

(Continued on page 67)
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Nirguna and Saguna Brahman in Hinduism
(GOD without attributes and GOD with attributes)
Dr. Ganesh Yadlapalli, Professor of Medicine & Ranga Vemuri Professor of Computer Science
Brahman, Supreme Atma, Paramatma and
Parabrahma are synonymous. The Supreme
Atma or Brahman is pervading and enveloping the entire manifest universe. The entire
universe is a manifestation of the Supreme
Atma. What was there before this creation
came into existence? We cannot say that
nothing existed before the creation, since this
universe cannot have come out of nothing.
Whatever existed before creation should have
been beyond the notions of existence and
nonexistence as we commonly understand
them. That something which eternally existed
before creation can only be described by
three qualities: Sat, Chit and Ananda: “Sat”
that whose existence is eternal and not dependent on anything; “Chit” that which is
pure awareness or pure consciousness; and
“Ananda” means limitless.
The Supreme Atma is formless. The formless
Supreme Atma expresses itself through
forms. When the Brahman desired to manifest as the universe, a fraction of Brahman
manifested as the primordial universe embodied in the Cosmic Self (also called Virat
Purusha, cosmic person, first being). In short,
all objects in this universe, both living and
non-living came from the Virat Purusha. The
Supreme Atma is cognizing through every
mind, seeing through every eye, working
through every limb, and supporting the entire
universe by his splendor.
From the Virat Purusha’s breath came the
Vedas containing the knowledge of the creation. There are four Vedas – the Rik, Yajur,
Sama and Atharvana. To explain the Vedas,
six supporting texts known as the Vedanga
were created. Do’s and don'ts were codified
in the form of Smritis or Dharma Sastras.
Eighteen Maha Puranas explained the story
of creation and its laws. Sixty four texts describing the primary skills needed for worldly

existence in a society have emerged from
these.
To maintain order in the creation, Brahman
himself manifested in the form of many Godheads, Sages, and Saints who are in charge of
various aspects of the creation. For example,
Prajapati Brahma is the Lord of creation,
Vishnu is the Lord of sustenance, Siva is the
Lord of dissolution, Ganesh is the Lord of
discriminatory knowledge, Durga is the Goddess of compassion and power, Lakshmi is
the Goddess of wealth and prosperity, Saraswati is the Goddess of knowledge, and so on.
When you see a temple tower, you will be
reminded of God. Love may not have a form,
but a loving mother does. In the same manner, the formless expresses itself through a
form. To understand the formless Atma, you
should go beyond form. In the beginning, you
may meditate on a specific form if it is helpful, but gradually you should go beyond that
form and realize the formless Divinity.
AUM
“Om Ithi Ekaaksharam Brahma” means that
the one word AUM is Brahman. AUM is cosmic sound, and is a form of the eternal, formless
(Niraakaara,
Nirguna)
Brahman
(Supreme God). One should take note that
there is difference between Brahma and
Brahman. Brahman is the supreme god from
whom everything else came and who is present within everything. Brahma came from
Brahman and is one of the trinity with the
specific job of creating the universe.
Every little moment or incident results in
sound. We may not be able to hear every
sound, because the range of our ear is limited.
Aum is Pranavasabdha, the sound caused by
the primal movement during the process of
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creation. AUM manifested when the will of
Supreme God to create the universe stirred
the Niraakaara (formless) aspect of Supreme
God to form the universe. AUM is also referred as Pranav and Sabdhabrahman. The
Gaayathri mantra is the elaboration of that
Pranava.
It is a composite of the sounds of 'A' 'U' and
‘M.’ The letters A, U and M are uttered as
'OM.' 'A' emanates from the gullet, U from
the tongue lying in the interior of the mouth,
and M from the lips. But when Om is uttered,
the sound emanates from the region of the
navel. Om must be recited slowly and with
deliberation.
The sound of AUM should be like an aircraft,
first approaching from a distance to the spot
where you are and then flying away again
into the distance (soft at first, but gradually
becoming louder and louder and then slowly
relapsing into silence--this silence after the
experience being as significant as the Pranava).
AUM has several meanings. AUM represents
the trinity (A stands for Brahma, U stands
for Vishnu, and M stands for Shiva). AUM
represents the three bodies (physical, astral,
and causal). AUM represents the three states
of time (past, present and future). AUM represents all states of consciousness (waking,
dream, and deep sleep). The period of silence
between two repetitions of AUM represents
that which is beyond the three states of life
and time, which is called Thuria. Om is the
real life-principle of every manthra. In the Sri
Chakra, the mystic figure in which the
Paraashakthi (the Cosmic energy principle) is
installed, Om is the very center.
In general, AUM is chanted twenty one
times. This number has a significance of its
own. Five AUM’s are for the five karmendhriyas (senses of action). Five AUM’s are
for the five jnaanendhriyas (senses of perception). Five AUM’s are for the five praanas
(the five vital energies or airs) that sustain us.
Five AUM’s are for the five koshas (sheaths),
enclosing the Divine Spark that is the Reality.
These are twenty in total and mind is the

twenty-first entity. Hence, the recitation of
AUM twenty one times purifies all these
twenty one components of man and makes
the man ready for the final merger with Reality. The Jeevathathwam (life-principle) merges with Parathathwam (the Supreme Reality).
Gayathri Mantra
Tat-savitur Vareñyaṃ
Bhargo Devasya Dhīmahi
Dhiyo Yonaḥ Prachodayāt
Moher Gayatri is mother of the Vedas and is
considered to be the essence of the Vedas.
Veda means knowledge. Gayathri Mantra is
addressed to the Paramatma (Supreme Divine).
Meaning: Om: Para Brahman, sound form of
Supreme God
Bhur: Bhu loka, physical realm, physical
body
Bhuvah: Bhuva Loka, Prana Sakthi, the life
force/the mental realm.
Suvah: Swarga Loka, the soul/spiritual realm
Tat: That (Paramatma , Supreme God)
Savitur: Creator (that from which everything
born, source of all life)
Vareñyam: Adore
Bhargo: Effulgence (divine light that bestows wisdom)
Devasya: Supreme Lord
Dhīmahi: Meditate
Dhiyo: Buddhi, intellect
Yo: That light
Nah: Our
Prachodayāt: Enlighten
General Meaning: We meditate on that most
adored Supreme Lord (the creator), whose
effulgence (divine light) illuminates all
realms (physical, mental and spiritual). May
that divine light enlighten our intellect.

Pancha Mukhi Gayathri: Mother Gayatri has
five faces which represent five life principles.
They represent and purify five karmendhriyas
(senses of action), five jnaanendhriyas (senses of
perception), five praanas (the five vital energies

(Continued on page 67)
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Gods & Goddesses in Hinduism
[There are numerous gods and goddesses in the Hindu pantheon, which makes it practically
impossible to cover all of them here, and only a few slected deitis associated with Diwali functions are covered. -Ed.]
Lord Ganesha
(Dr. Ganesh Yadlapalli, Prof. Ranga Vemuri)
Lord Ganesha is the god who should be
prayed to first. Other names of Lord Ganesh
are Vinayaka, Ganapathi, and Vighneswara.
He is the son of Mother Parvathi and Lord
Shiv.
The meaning of Ganapathi is lord of ganas or
divine forces, present both inside and outside
the human body. He is Vighneswara, the Lord
who masters and overwhelms vighna or obstacles.
Bija mantra of Ganesha: Om Gam Ganapathaye Namah
Om: is a cosmic sound representing the Supreme Atma (Brahman).
Gum: is his bija (seed syllable) mantra of
Ganesha.
Ganapathaye: Lord Ganesh.
Namah: salutations
Ganesha Gayathri
Om Eka Dantaya Vidmahe (I realized that
the one who has one tusk is God)
Vakra Tundaya Dhimahi (I meditate on the
one
who
has
a
curved
trunk)
Thanno Dhanti Prachodayath (May He enlighten our intellect)
Mediate on the single Tusked Lord, with
curved Trunk. May He Grant Knowledge &
Enlighten My Intellect
Ganesh Atharvaseersha: Below sloka in the
Ganesh Atharvseersha describes the form of
Lord Ganesh
Eka Dantam, Chatur Hastam, PashmAkusha Dharinam
Radamch Varadam, Hastair Bhihranam,
Mushaka Dhvajam

Meaning: Lord Ganesha has one tusk, four
hands holding noose (pasham), goad
(ankusham), broken tusk (rada) and one hand
blessing devotees, mouse is his vehicle.
Raktam Lambodaram, Shoorpakarnakam, Rakta Vasasam
Raktagandhanuliptangam, Raktapushpaihi Supujitam
Meaning: Lord Ganesha’s color is like red,
he has large belly, elephant ears and wears
red clothes. He is smeared with red sandalwood paste and decorated with red flowers.
Common Prayer
Shukla-Ambara-Dharam Vishnum Shashi
-Varnam Chatur-Bhujam
Prasanna-Vadanam Dhyaayet SarvaVighnopa Shaantaye
It describes various attributes of lord
Ganesh:
Suklambaradharam (wearing white vesture) is the first attribute.
Vishnu is the second attribute, ascribed to
Him. Vishnu means that He is present everywhere, at all times.
Sasivarnam is the third attribute. It means
that He has the complexion of ash or Vibhuti
and shining like moon glowing with spiritual
splendor.
Chathurbhuja is the next fourth attribute
and it means four handed.
Prasannavadanam is the fifth attribute. It
means face with expression of grace, kindness
Vinayaka Chaturthi: It is celebrated every
year on the 4th day of the first fortnight
of Bhadrapada month per the Hindu calendar, which typically aligns with August or
September of the Gregorian calendar. This
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day is marked in the scriptures as the birthday
of Ganesha, son of Siva and Parvathi.

As Vinayaka's vehicle the mouse signifies an
object that leads man from darkness to light.

Ganapathi means the Master of Ganas: The
meaning of Ganapathi is the lord of ganas or
divine forces, present both inside and outside
the human body. The ten senses, mind and intellect—these twelve are the Dwaadasa Adityas or twelve Ganas of which Ganapathi is
the Lord. So he resides in every person in the
form of intellect and Jnana or wisdom.

Goddess Laxmi

“Once upon a time mother Parvathi and Parmeshwara wanted to decide who between
Lords Ganesh and Subrahmanya (their two
sons) would be eligible to become head of ganas. They were told that they should go round
the cosmos. Whoever came first would be entrusted with the highest office. Subrahmanya
immediately got onto the back of his peacock
and started flying on its wings. But on seeing
Subrahmanya at a distance, Ganapathi got up,
circumambulated his parents and sat down.
When Parmeshwara questioned him, Ganesh
replied that the whole cosmos is a projection
of the Lord Shiv and Parvathi. ‘When I have
gone round you, I have gone round the universe’. Because of the acute intelligence he
displayed, Vinayaka was made the head of the
Ganas by Parmeshwara.”
Significance of elephant: The inner significance of worshipping the elephant-faced lord
Ganesh is as follows: The elephant is a symbol
of might and magnitude. The elephant's foot is
larger than that of any other animal. The elephant can make its way through the densest
jungle. In this way, it signifies the quality of a
leader who shows the way for others. Large
ears signify that the person should be a good
listener. An elephant's trunk has the
strength to uproot a tree as well as the finesse to pick up a needle. Ganesha's trunk
symbolizes the fact that the wise person
has both immense strength and finite discrimination.
Mouse: The mouse is Ganesha's vehicle. It
symbolizes several aspects. One of those is
that it symbolizes the darkness of the night.
The mouse can see well in the dark.

(Dr. Koti Sreekrishna)
Lakshmi together with Saraswathi and Durga
represent the trinity of the Hindu Goddesses.
Mother Durga, Laskhmi and Saraswathi represent three powers in beings- will power
(Ichchaa Shakti), action (Kriya Shakti) and
discrimination (jnana Shakti).
Mother Lakṣhmi is consort of Lord Viśṇu and
pleads Viśṇu to grant liberation to devotees.
Mother Lakshmi was born at the time of the
churning of the milky ocean by gods and demons. We celebrate Diwali and pray mother
Lakshmi on this very day of Karthik month
to celebrate Her birth at the time of churning
of milky ocean. Lakshmi is born as the consort of Lord Vishnu several times, whenever
Vishnu takes avatara on earth. For example,
Lakshmi was Sita to Rama. Mother Lakshmi
is the personification of Dhaya. She is the
Grace of Vishnu and resides on His chest.
Lakshmi is taken from Sanskrit root Laksme which means “goal.” Goddess Lakshmi
is regarded as the goddess of wealth and
prosperity, both material and spiritual. Lakshmi is known as the goddess of all wealth –
physical, mental and spiritual wealth.
Śrī Sūkta of Rig Veda is the most commonly
celebrated hymn to Lakshmi. A small portion
of that hymn is as follows:
padmapriye padmini padma haste
padmālaye padma daḻāyatākṣi ।
viśvapriye viṣṇumanonukūle tvatpāda
padmaṃ mayi sannidhatsva ॥
O Padmini (Lakshmi)! You are fond of Lotus
and you hold a lotus in your hand, you are
seated on a lotus, and your eyes are like of
lotus petals. You love us all and you are ever
pleasing to your consort Vishnu. May your
lotus feet be close to me.
(Continued on page 51)
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Lakshmi ...
(Continued from page 49)
Lakshmi Gayathri:
Om Shree Mahalakshmyai Cha Vidmahe
(OM I realized goddess mother Lakshmi)

Vishnu Patnyai Cha Dheemahi

(I medicate on the wife of lord Vishnu)

Tanno Lakshmi Prachodayat Om

(May mother Lakshmi illuminate my mind)

Mother Lakshmi is also worshipped as Aṣṭalakṣhmī (Eight forms of Lakshmi) - a group of
eight secondary manifestations of Lakshmi.
They preside over eight sources of prosperity
and thus represent eight aspects of Lakshmi:
ādi (foremost) lakśhmī, dhānya (bounty)
lakśhmī, dhairya (courageous aspect) lakṣhmī,
gaja (riding elephant) lakṣhmī, santāna
(continuity aspect) lakṣhmī, vijaya (victorious)
lakṣhmī, vidya (knowledge and wisdom aspect) lakṣhmī, and dhana (wealth) lakṣhmī.
Lord Vishnu
(Dr. Koti Shreekrishna)
In the generic sense, Vishnu is part of the Hindu Trinity together with Brahma and Shiva,
each representing preservation (sthitiḥsustenance, protection), creation (sṛṣṭiḥ) and
dissolution (layam) aspects. Vishnu in general
may be worshipped in one or more of the five
ways, namely: 1. Para (as in the highest abodeParamapada or Para Vasudeva); 2. Vyuha
(Vasudeva,
Sankarshana,
Pradhyumna,
Aniruddha), 3. Vibhava (as incarnations such
as Rama, Krishna, Narasimha), 4. Archa
(Deity consecrated in a temple), and 5. Antaryamin (Lord residing in the heart of oneself).
For the Vaishnavas, Vishnu is all in all! For
Sri Vaishnavas, Sriman Narayana [Vishnu
with his two consorts Lakshmi (Sridevi) and
Bhudevi is Supreme]. However, Vishnu devotees may preferentially be dedicated to one or
more of the forms of Vishnu such as Krishna
(Radha Krishna, Srinath ji or Balakrishna, Puri
Jaganatha, Parthasarathy) or Rama (as RamSita, Pattabhi Rama) or Narasimha (LakshmiNarasimha), Venkatesha and so on.
Lord Vishnu is depicted as having four arms

and holding the conch, discus, mace, and
lotus (sankha, chakra, gada, and padma).
Vishnu’s conch symbolizes sound, the discus signifies time, the mace signifies
strength, and the lotus stands for heart.
Therefore, God is the master of sound, time,
all the powers, and the heart of all beings.
This is the inner meaning of depicting Lord
Vishnu as the one who carries conch, discus,
mace, and lotus.
Dashavatar are ten incarnations of Lord
Vishnu for specific purpose, below are ten
avatars of lord Vishnu
Matsya: Frist incarnation of Lord Vishnu
to rescue Vedas from demons.
Kurma (Tortoise): To help in churning the
cosmic ocean and protecting gods
Varaha (pig): To rescue mother earth from
the demon Hiranyaksh
Narasimha (half lion, half man): To protect
Prahlada and kill Hiranyakashipu.
Vamana (dwarf): To kill demon king Bali
Parasurama (fighter): To protect people
from corrupt kings
Rama (ideal man): To kill demon king Ravan
Krishna: To protect good from evil, teach
Gita
Buddha: Buddhism was founded based on
Lord Budha’s teaching
Kalki: Tenth avathar of lord Vishnu

Lord Shiva
(D Venkateswara Rao)
Man, from time immemorial, conceived HIS
maker and master to be a supreme being
who is eternal, omniscient, omnipotent and
omnipresent. Over time, the spiritual urge in
man to know HIS source of existence resulted in this supreme being, through a variety
of human thought, crystallizing into the idea
of “GOD” with HIS varied manifestations
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Lakshmi ...
(Continued from page 51)
based on the time, place, human needs and circumstances, and those who had a common
idea of ”GOD” are said to belong to a religion.
Hinduism, one of the most ancient religions of
the world that has its roots in India, is founded
on “Sanatana Dharma” - a code of conduct
based on eternal, timeless principles of Sathya
(Truth), Dharma (Righteousness), Shanthi
(Peace), Prema (love) and Ahimsa (Nonviolence). In this, God has two forms or
modes: Saguna Sakara (with form and characteristics) and Nirguna Nirakara(without form
and characteristics). A Nirakara, nirguna
“being” is beyond the grasp of human comprehension that has limitations of space and time,
name and form, beginning and end. Sakara
(form) of GOD is akin to our manifested Physical body and Nirakara (Formless) GOD is
akin to our soul, the true un-manifest reality.
In Hinduism, the theological conception of the
supreme divinity who performs the cosmic
functions of creation, maintenance, and destruction is personified as a triad of deities:
Brahma (the creator), Vishnu (the preserver)
and Shiva (the destroyer). While the functions
of Brahma and Vishnu, from an incomplete
and simplistic understanding of GOD, seem
benign, there is a misconception of the act of
destruction being “cruel” and hence the role of
Shiva, as a destroyer, is commonly misunderstood and ill-perceived. It is dissolution of creation, not destruction.
“Shiva“ is a word in the most ancient Indian
language,
Sanskrit,
which
means
“Auspiciousness”, “sacredness”. Shiva is a
principle (Tattva) from where everything has
come, everything is sustained in it, and everything dissolves into it. Shiva, when unmanifest, is the supreme consciousness.
In HIS manifest form, He has many epithets
each describing the multiple shades of HIS
personality and manifold dimensions. According to Hindu mythology, Gods and Goddesses
were glorified as supreme beings in various
eulogizing texts full of amazing stories - in the

Puranas. The Shiva Purana mentions several
manifestations of Lord Shiva.
Manifestations of Lord Shiva: Some of the
depictions of Shiva include:
Nataraja (Sanskrit: "Lord of Dance") whose
cosmic ceaseless dance is associated with
the destruction-creation of the world.
"Dakshinamurthy" - literally describes a
form (mūrti) of Shiva facing south. This
form represents Shiva in his aspect as a
teacher of yoga, music, and wisdom and
giving exposition on the shastras.
"Ardhanarishvara" shows him with one half
of the body as male and the other half as
female - the play of Purusha (Creator) and
Prakriti (Nature), the Ying and the yang
Lord Shiva is depicted as the one with 5 faces and hence called “Pancha vaktra” - The 5
-faced one. Each of the face has a unique
name: East - Tatpurusha, South - Aghora,
West - Sadyojata, North - Vaamadeva and
upwards - Ishana.
There are many both benevolent (Aghora)
and fearsome (Ghora) depictions of Shiva.
In benevolent aspects, he is depicted as an
omniscient Yogi who lives an ascetic life on
Mount Kailash as well as a householder
with wife Parvati and his two children,
Ganesha and Kartikeya. In his fierce aspects, he is often depicted slaying demons
and roams in Smashna - the burial ground.
Shiva is also known as Adiyogi Shiva, regarded as the patron god of yoga, meditation
and arts.
He is referred to as
“Devon ke Dev, Mahadev” - the great Lord
of Lords
“Bholenath” - the most kind and compassionate Lord,
“Bhuthanath ”,”Pasupathi”- the Lord of all
beings,
“Rudra” - the fierce God,
“Maheswara” - the great master,
(Continued on page 55)
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Indian Restaurant Proudly Serving
Authentic South, North Indian and
Indo-Chinese Vegetarian Flavors.

Curries offers the most authentic and diverse cuisines across India, including north
Indian, south Indian and Indo-Chinese.

Casual Dining and Carry out Available.

Phone: (513) 956-5678.

Under the supervision of Cincinnati Kosher
Contact us for:
Private Parties & Large Groups
Catering Service for your next Event or
Celebration!
Lunch Buffet
Mon – Fri 11:00 am – 2.30 pm
Sat & Sun 11.30 am – 3:00 pm
Dinner
Mon – Sun 5:30 pm – 9.30 pm
7633 Reading Rd Phone: 513-821-2021
Cincinnati, OH. 45237 Fax : 513-821-3121

Email: contact@ammaskitchen.com
www.ammaskitchen.com

Happy Diwali
Best wishes from
Manan Raval & Hiral Agarwal
Lunch Buffet

Mon – Sat 11:00 am – 3:00 pm
Sun 11.30 am – 3:00 pm (Lunch Buffet only)

Dinner

Mon – Sat 5:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Sun
5:00 pm - 9:00 pm
11963 Lebanon Rd, Sharonville, Ohio 45241.

WISH YOU
Happy Diwali
From
NIVA GROCERS
6182, TYLERSVILLE ROAD MASON
OHIO – 45040
513 -234-0888
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEK 11:00 AM 8:00 PM
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“Neelakantha ”- The lord with the blue throat
“Shankara” - The lord who confers peace
“Chandrasekhara” - The lord who has a crescent adorning HIS head
The list is endless as are HIS qualities and glories. Each of these names has a significance Some are based on HIS appearance, some describe HIS unique personality trait and each
one has a very mysterious story as its origin.
HIS ways can never be interpreted by the
earthly norms and definitions.
The iconographical attributes of Shiva:
· Serpent around his neck - symbolizing
mastery over death
· Moon as HIS crest jewel - symbolizing the
one who is time as indicated by the waxing
and waning of moon.
· Holy river Ganga flowing from his matted
hair - He is the source of water - the source of
life
· Has a third eye on his forehead - The only
GOD who has three eyes - Sun, Moon and
Fire. The sun and moon cause and sustain life
and the fire of wisdom takes one beyond the
cycles of birth and death. The three eyes also
connote that He is the Master of the Past, Present and the Future. In fact, HE is the One who
controls time as well as transcends time.
· Trishula or trident, as his weapon: The trident is symbolic of how HE can eliminate all
the three gunas – Satva, Rajas and Tamas in
us. One can attain the Lord only when one rises above these characteristics. The Supreme
Lord is Gunateetha and Nirguna – He is beyond these attributes, and Shiva with His trident helps us to reach that state.
· Holds a damaru (drum) in HIS handDamaru represents sound that symbolises
space. HE is the master of space.
· Has a garland of skulls around his neck These are skulls of the creator Brahma over
several cycles of creation - Acknowledges the
contribution of Brahma.
· Blue-throated - He drank poison to save
the three worlds from the deadly poison called
“Halahala”

· Wears Elephant skin as HIS clothes Elephant is synonymous with Mada or arrogance. HE keeps it under HIS control.
· Smeared with Vibhuthi all over his body
- Vibhuthi or sacred ash reminds us of the
impermanent nature of the world and the
permanence of the soul.
· Covers himself with tiger skin: Tiger
brings to our mind an image of ferociousness, fearlessness and strength. But Shiva
wears a tiger skin, which demonstrates how
even the most feared force is completely
conquered by Him.
Has Nandi (Bull) as his vahana - Nandi,
with its one-pointed focus on the Lord, rose
to become His messenger. It is a common
practice for devotees in Shiva temples to
whisper their wishes into the ears of the
Nandi. It is believed that one's prayers reach
the Lord directly if it is channeled through
the Nandi; it is fool-proof. From being a
beast to becoming a beautiful carrier of the
Lord – Nandi achieved this blessing only
through its unwavering, undisturbed and
undivided attention on the Lord.
Lord Shiva’s family: The ideal family
Lord Shiva and Mother Parvathi are considered Parents for the entire creation. HIS wife
Parvathi, is the daughter of Himavan, the
king of mountains. She has a lion for her
vehicle. HIS elder son, Ganesha, is half-man
with the head of an elephant and a rat as his
vehicle. HIS younger son, Karthikeya, has
peacock for his vehicle. HIS army consists
of the ganas who are celestial beings. In HIS
family and association, there is representation from flora, fauna, humankind, heavenly
beings, and even from space (damaru) and
time (moon). So, it is an amazing imagery
of the creator and His creation so beautifully
packed in this incredulous form.
Lord Shiva’s family interestingly is full of
opposites. He has a snake around His neck
but His son Ganesha has a rat which a snake
cannot resist. Similarly, His younger son
Subrahmanya has a peacock and serpents
and peacocks are sworn enemies. Shakti
rides on a lion and that is why she is Simha
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Vahini but Ganesha has the head of an elephant. It is said if an elephant even dreams of
a lion it goes mad. Not only that, here Shakti's
lion and Shiva's bull are happily sitting together!
If you look at Shakti, she is bedecked with
gold and the finest of jewellery but Shiva is
smeared with ashes all over HIS body. Like
this, even though everything seems so contradictory in Shiva's family, what you see is a
tightly-knit unit where each one is there for the
other and all are there at the feet of ShivaShakti with great happiness and love.
Worship of Lord Shiva:
Lord Shiva is called “Aashutoshin” - the ONE
who is easily pleased. HE is known to grant
boons to HIS devotees frequently, even if they
happen to be some really wicked ones. He is
called Bholenath, the innocent one, because he
is pure in heart. This means that if you love
him and worship him, even if you have some
defects and weaknesses, you can be sure of his
love and compassion.
In addition to Mt. Kailash which is considered
as HIS traditional home, there are twelve major temples of Shiva called Jyotirlingas (Pillars
of light) located across India.Lord Shiva is
usually worshipped in the aniconic form of
Lingam.
In temples, Lord Shiva is usually depicted as a
phallic symbol, the 'linga', which represents
the microcosmic and the macrocosmic universe. In a Shaivite temple, the 'linga' is placed
in the center underneath the garbhagruha
(Sanctum sanctorum).
Shiva Abhishekam is usually performed to a
Lingam representing HIS manifestation. Since
HE ceaselessly performs the cosmic dance that
symbolizes the cosmic functions of creation,
preservation and dissolution and it results in
generating tremendous heat in HIS “body”. To
cool the same, in many temples, one finds a
vessel hung over the Lingam, that continuously drips water or other offerings onto the Lingam. A variety of items like Milk, Honey,
Sugar, Kumkum, Haldi, Chandan, coconut water etc. are poured over the lingam to propiti-

ate Lord Shiva. Each item is said to invoke
one aspect of HIS manifold dimensions of
HIS grace. This ”Abhishekam” is usually
accompanied by chanting of a vedic chant
called Namakam and Chamakam. The continuous recitation of the Panchakshari (5syllabled) mantra “Om Namaha Shivaya” is
considered a very potent and meritorious act
that invokes the grace and blessings of Lord
Shiva.
When we visit Shiva temples, a customary
act is to take permission from
Nandikeshwara to have Darshan of the
Lord, look at the Shiva Lingam from between both the horns of the Nandi. That way
you cannot see anything else. You will automatically directly see the Lord. This is because the Nandi's eyes are always fixed on
His Master. Also, after collecting prasad,
before leaving, one needs to visit Chandikeshwara at the exit of water spout, and
take his permission to partake prasadam by
clapping three times reciting “Om Namaha
Shivaya” so as to not disturb his penance.
Lord Shiva is worshipped with Bilva leaves,
Rudraksha and Vibhuthi. These items are
considered dear to HIM.
There is a Shivaratri in every lunar month on
its 13th night/14th day,but once a year in late
winter (February/March) and before the arrival of spring, marks Maha Shivaratri which
means "the Great Night of Shiva". In additoion, the month of Shravan(July/August) holds
a sacred position as it is believed to be dearlyloved by Lord Shiva.
Maha Shivaratri is a major Hindu festival, but
one that is solemn and theologically marks a
remembrance of "overcoming darkness and
ignorance" in life and the world. It is observed
by reciting Shiva-related poems, chanting
prayers, remembering Shiva, fasting, doing
Yoga and meditating on ethics and virtues
such as self-restraint, honesty, noninjury to
others, forgiveness, introspection, selfrepentance and the discovery of Shiva. The
ardent devotees keep awake all night. Others
visit one of the Shiva temples or go on pilgrimage to Jyotirlingam shrines.
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BEST WISHES
TO

THE HINDU COMMUNITY
May God keep blessing our community!
From

Rajeev Chopra
Shelly Chopra
Aarti Chopra
Vini Chopra
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Concept of GOD in Hindu Dharma
Mrs. Renu Gupta
From objective to subjective

Followings are various names of GOD in
Hindu Dharma. Let us try to understand
them.

Parmatma: Another name of GOD is Parmatma; it means param (supreme) atman.
He is supreme source of all Atma (soul), all
living beings have within. We still don’t
feel much connected with Parmatma.
Ishwar: Hindus seek for more personalized;
near and dear GOD, with whom he/she can
identify and connect at personal level. Ishwar means Isht, our favorite. Our ishtdevata
can be our ishwar.
Bhagwan: This word means Wealth and fortune. One who carries all the wealth or fortune is called Bhagwan. This word is used
to address all incarnations of GOD like,
Bhagwan Vishnu,
Bhagwan Ram,
Bhagwan Krishna or Bhagwan Shiv.
Prabhu: Another name of GOD is Prabhu,.
This word comes from Prabhta (Greatness
or Enormous). Prabhu is also addressed to
Price or Master. Hindu uses the word
“Prabhu” to GOD in general and some
times to great people in the society.
Devi / Devta: It means the One who carries
the divine and special powers. Someone
who is above and beyond normal human
beings. They are also called GOD’s helpers. There are numerous Devta and Devis
in Hindu Dharma. Hindus even address
women as Devi or men as Dev. Whenever
we have incarnations or great saints come
on this earth for the welfare of the mankind,
many great personalities start gathering at
one place and help them in achieving their
goal. These great personalities have oftenspecial powers. Hindus usually do not worship Devta.

Param Brahaman: Hindu dharma is monotheist dharma that means it believes in one
Truth, one GOD. There is no form or
Gunas in Brahaman. He is the supreme and
ultimate power, energy or light. Hindus realize all beings may not be able to worship
or feel connection to Brahaman, even
though HE is all pervading and sustaining.

Whom should you meditate or pray: Hindu
dharma gives freedom to choose so one can
relate to qualities and traits he/she can resonate with and thus experience God at very
deep personal level. It can be difficult to connect with abstract reality. Hence even though
the Reality Brahman is the Truth, Hinduism
devised ways to reach/realize it.

From unmanifested to manifested
From Universal to Individual
From Avyakt to vyakt
Hindu Dharma has very clear and insightful
concept of GOD.
In True sense Hindus believe in one GOD
(Param Brahman), but our dharma gives
seekers choices, so they can accept, adopt
and personalized GOD according to their
Gunas (qualities) and Prakriti (nature).
Hindus believe this whole universe is the creation or expression (manifestation) of GOD
and address HIM by different names. Hindus
also believe that there is Atman (soul) in each
being, which is a part of GOD. Swami Vivekananda ji had acknowledged that we all are
potentially divine. Hindu Dharma assures
each and every Hindu to experience the divinity within Him/Her. We can see GOD in
form of energy, light (Urja), Vibration
(Spandan)or in human form, familiar to us.
Hindus also believe that almighty Param Brahaman can take any form for His devotees.
This is the precise reason Hindus address
GOD by several names. Each name has very
special meaning and important significance.
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Self and Spirituality
Preetam L. Ahuja
Nature balanced mind, body and spirit as cocreators of our personal reality. We are both a
physical body in a material world, and a nonphysical being who can gain access to a higher level. That higher level is within us and is
reached through the stages of development.
An unknown mechanism hidden in the extremely intricate yet unexplored nervous
structure of the body is the spiritual energy
called ‘Kundalini’. It is the force that lies
dormant in every human being. Once awakened, often through meditation and yoga
practices, it rises up the spine and finds expression in the form of spiritual knowledge,
mystical vision, psychic power, and ultimately enlightenment. The precise nature or
source of this energy and how it finds its way
into our material world remains unknown.
Awakening of our spiritual side, no matter
what the circumstances, is always a precursor
to greatness. This is seen in leaders such as
Albert Einstein, Mahatma Gandhi, mother
Teresa and thousands of others. Each felt
spiritually awakened and believed that his or
her accomplishments were directed by a
greater force operating in the universe.

and the spectacle are one.
The Ramayana’s author, legendary poet
Valmiki, states in his opening verse that he
did not use his imagination while composing
Rama’s story. He did not need imagination,
he said, because at dawn each day he took an
urn to the nearby river, filled it, carried it to
his hut, sat down on an eastward-facing mat,
then scooped a little water in his palm: in this
tiny body of water Valmiki first saw Rama,
then Rama’s wife Sita, then every god, demon, and hero, every love dalliance and
bloody battle in his epic. The poet simply
sang what he saw. All 25,000 Ramayana’s
verses were enacted, first, in the water in
Valmiki’s palm.
Spiritual transformation is a mysterious process. It is always a gift, never an entitlement,
and it only appears when we stop looking.
Neuroscientists now believe that our thoughts
and emotions are the result of complex interactions within and between nerve cells in the
brain. Yet, there are unsolved puzzles to the
point that one feels impelled to invoke divine
intervention.

The 4th century B.C. Indian sage Patanjali
taught that we can see into the distance and
know the future by becoming what we wish
to see, and creating a single-pointed focus of
attention on our desired objective. He tells us
that in order to see the world in our mind, we
must quiet our mental waves (Vriti). When
you reach the level of wholeness with the
cosmos, then past, present, and the future become arbitrary illusions. All things, events,
objects flow into one another. The spectator
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From our family to yours, wishing you a Happy
Diwali and a prosperous year ahead!
Contact us with
any of your real
estate needs!

2017

Poonam & Harish
Bhardwaj
(513)225-3666/ (513)225-1090
Poonam.Bhardwaj@cbws.com

PERSONALIZED DENSTRY FOR ALL AGES

DAS FAMILY DENTISTRY
Ashok Das DDS
General Dentist

(513) 770- 4060
770 Reading Rd, Mason, OH 45040
(Between Western Row and
Tylersville Road)

New Patients always welcome
Saturday Appointments Available
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As the year draws to a close
And we enter a new one......
May the New Year
Bring you...
Love, Peace and Happiness...
For now & forever!

Happy Diwali & Happy New Year!
Best Wishes From:
Khush & Mina Karamchandani
Gital, Sagar, Saajan & Sahaana
Hema, Manikandan, Milan, Mia & Marissa
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VivekChudamani
Vinay Kumar
The Vivekachudamani is a treatise in the
Advaita Vedanta tradition of Hinduism. It is
believed to have been written in Sanskrit in
the 8th century by sage, philosopher Adi
Shankracharya (Or Sankara). The original
text has been translated into various languages, including English (2).
This article is meant as an introduction for
those readers who may not be familiar with
this great resource. The title, Vivekachudamani means “Crest Jewel of Discrimination”. ‘Viveka ‘means discrimination; ‘chuda’
is crest and ‘Mani’ means jewel.
The non-dualistic system Advaita Vedanta
postulates one single reality, Brahman, as the
absolute or ultimate truth of the world; Sankara equates this reality with the individual
self, Atman (Self). Self is the basic truth of
Advaita and is of the nature of pure consciousness and is constant (1). The empirical
world is constantly changing and therefore,
unreal (mithiya), an appearance born out of
illusion (Maya) or ignorance (avidya). In
Advaita, the false identification of the Self
with the non-Self is considered to be the root
cause of Samara. When through self-inquiry
this false identification is removed, it is
called liberation ( Mukti or Mokhsha). Liberation is the fourth human pursuit; it is considered as the “spiritual goal”: the other three
pursuits
are
“material
goals”
(2):
‘dharma’(righteousness),
‘artha’(security),
and ‘kama’(pleasure). According to Hindu
philosophy, all goals of life must lead to the
ultimate goal of freedom because without accomplishing spiritual freedom, human life is
not deemed as fulfilled.

Verse 6: People may quote the scriptures,
make sacrifices to gods, perform rituals and
worship the deities, but there is no liberation
without the realization of one’s identity with
the Atman---not even in the lifetime of a hundred Brahamas (countless millions of years).
Verse 7:Vedas say that there is no hope of
immortality by means of wealth, so it is evident that liberation cannot be achieved by
good works.
Verse 46: According to the scriptures, faith,
devotion and the practice of meditation are
the chief factors that help a seeker to attain
liberation. By pursuing these one is liberated
from the bondage of the body; i.e. false identification of the Self with the non-Self.
Verse 82: If you have a craving for liberation,
avoid sense-objects and cultivate these moral
values: contentment, compassion, forgiveness, straightforwardness, calmness and
self-control.
Verse162: “There is no liberation for a person of mere book-knowledge, howsoever
well-read in the philosophy of Vedanta, so
long as one does not give up false identification with the body, sense-organs, etc., which
are unreal”(2).
Verse 181: The mind must be diligently purified by one who seeks liberation.

In the following seven verses Sankara describes the means to attain liberation:

The ultimate goal of Advaita is to attain liberation through Self-Knowledge. Vedanta’s
message is: “Know who you are. Know that
you are Pure Consciousness and Absolute
Awareness, and be free”. To know oneself as
absolute awareness is to be established in
Self-Knowledge. And to know oneself thusly
is to realize one’s true Self (2).

Verse 3: Three factors: a human birth, the
longing for liberation, and the protecting care
of a perfected sage are rare indeed and are
due to the grace of God.

(Continued on page 67)

The Self is Brahma, the Self is Vishnu, the
Self is Indra, the Self is Siva---the Self is
the entire universe. Indeed, nothing exists
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Paths are Many
by H. H. Sri Swami Satchidananda
The purpose of any religion is to educate us
about our spiritual unity. Everything that God
created belongs to all of us and to our future
generations. The entire world belongs to us,
to be shared by us as one family of God. Nobody can put a label and say, “This is mine
alone.” All the resources of the world are given to us for our use, and we have a responsibility as caretakers on this earth.
Truth is one. That is why my motto has always been, “Truth is One, Paths are Many.”
The great sages and saints have experienced
the same truth but only expressed it in different ways. It does not matter what name you
give to the nameless Spirit. The only way to
eternal peace and joy is to realize that Christhood or Buddhahood or Krishnahood. But
when we miss that point, we fight in the
name of Spirit.
There are so many things that can separate
and divide us. We say, “I’m an American,” or
“I’m an Australian.” “I am white,” or “I am
black.” “I am fat,” or “I am thin,” “I am a
boy,” or “I am a girl.” “I am Christian,” or
“I’m Hindu,” or “I’m a Jew.” My color may
be different from your color. Her color may
be different from somebody else’s color. We
are all of various colors and hues because nature never makes duplicates. There is constant variety throughout the creation. But inside, we all have the same light; we are all
made in the image of God. The same light is
shining through many different colored
lamps.
When we look at the outside alone, we will
only see differences. But when we go a little
deeper, we see the oneness. Don’t we say that
“beauty is only skin deep.” Scratch less than
one millimeter beneath the surface and we all
have the same color blood. So, if we see the
difference, we are different; we are separate.

But if we see the Spirit, we are the same. I
am you, you are me; we are not different. We
have all the differences and individual distinctions, but we are so much more. These
definitions are what you use in order to function in this world. The challenge given to
each and every one of us is to remember that
oneness behind the outer differences.
God gave each of us a different costume, different makeup, a different role, in order to
play our part in the world. But behind all
these differences we are all one in Spirit.
When we forget that and identify ourselves
with the superficial differences, we lose sight
of the spiritual oneness. So, religion asks us
to get back to that original state. The very
meaning of the word “religion” is to “bind
back;” to get back to your original oneness.
When we argue about what is the right path
and whose religion is best, there is something
terribly wrong with our approach. Then, we
are looking at the superficial side of religion
and forgetting to go deep into its foundation.
If we did go deep, we would find that all the
religions ultimately talk about the same God,
the same Truth; but somehow we ignore that
common base and continue to fight over the
superficial aspects.
It is time for us to recognize that there is one
truth and many approaches. As long as you
are a spiritual seeker, follow your spiritual
path with your goal in mind. Don’t worry
about other people’s paths. Whatever path
you choose according to your temperament
and taste, stay with that consistently while
respecting all other paths. Though God can
be approached through any form or name, if
you keep changing from one idea of God to
another, you won’t progress at all. You can’t
travel on ten roads at the same time, even if
they’re all going to Rome.
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Radiate Love and Light
Geeta Mahan
In this article I want to talk to our youth and
those who are still young at heart.
We as a Community have much to be proud
of in terms of achievements. In academics, in
business, in fields of medicine, IT and much
more.
I want that the 60+ generation (first generation of immigrants) should learn from the
younger generation. What I admire about our
youth is that they have a spirit of "giving
back". They want to volunteer in so many
fields and improve the lot of the less fortunate.
They are taking the best of Hindu Culture but
also the best of American culture. Kudos to
our youngsters. Please teach your elders to do
sewa.
Another message to our young ones: Remember that wisdom will always be superior to
intelligence.
The 60+ generation has been busy building
careers and educating our children in the best
of institutions. While that is all very good, I
would love to see more people come forth
and see where we can volunteer and what we
can do to help others. Let us be role models
for our children.
This message is for children and parents:
“Don’t expect perfection from each other”. If
children are allowed to make mistakes, so are
parents.
Let us take some time away from being the

best at hosting parties, building fancy homes,
wearing expensive clothes and jewelry. Do
enjoy all that…but also take time to do sewa
(volunteer work). Let us now commit to earning good karma. Also, when we give to charity, do so with humility…”give and forget”
If India is our Motherland, USA is our Fatherland. We have a LOT to be thankful for.
Most of us are living in the suburbs and do
not get to see the face of American poverty,
homelessness and hunger. When we go to
India, we get overwhelmed by the scenes of
poverty that we see on the streets. We need to
realize that unfortunately, USA has growing
poverty in its Downtowns.
We want to do noble things. In fact, we have
innumerable fund raisers in USA for projects
that uplift the less fortunate in India. This is
very good and I want to applaud these efforts.
Diwali is a great time to talk about this. It is a
day when we do Laxmi Puja. But this year
we should pray for prosperity for all...not only for ourselves.
Let us put some light in the lives of those
who need it. Sometimes, even giving a smile
or a hug to someone can light up their day.
When we light the Diya of love in our hearts,
the light shines far and wide. Lighting divas
is symbolic....let us radiate love and light far
and wide.
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The Zest and Harmony in Vedas, Upanishads
and Srimad Bhagwad Gita
Prof. Anil Srivastava
The ‘Vedas’ are the most sacred and oldest
scriptures in this world. Aryans and all Hindus believe Vedas to be ‘Apauruṣheya’,
which means "a knowledge that cannot be
achieved by a human being just by doing
purushaarth or his own efforts”. It is the perfect (divine) knowledge given by God to Rishis (Seers). It is obvious that if God is omniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent, and merciful to his own manifestation then he must also
provide the true/universal knowledge to the
human being for having a peaceful, happy,
blissful life filled with divinity. This true
knowledge in the form of Vedic hymns were
revealed to ‘Rishis’ also known as ‘Drashta’
who are the most purified ‘Souls’ full of divinity without the contamination of inert material (Maya). This knowledge later has been
passed on to generations by ‘Seers’ through
the words of mouth (Shruti), known as ‘Karnparamparaa.
In brief, there are four Vedas: Rig-Veda,
Saam Veda, Yajur Veda and Atharva Veda
that consist of Samhitas (collection of mantras or hymns), Brahmanas (ritualistic verses), Aranyakas (serving as objects of meditation) and Upanishads (known as ‘Vedanta’).
Being ‘Shruti’, the formal documentation of
Vedas was done by Ved Vyasa Ji who is also
the author of Mahabharat and Srimad
Bhagwad Gita. Thus, there is great harmony
among the true knowledge given in Vedas,
Upanishads and Bhagwad Gita. As Vedas are
the true knowledge given to ‘Rishis’ by
‘God’, similarly, Srimad Bhagwad Gita is a
direct conversation between Lord Sri Krishna
(God) and Arjun (an ordinary human-being
who is devoted to God). The Divine Krishna
leads Arjun in ‘Kurukshetra’ (Field of actions) through Karm Yoga, Gyan Yoga, Raj
Yoga and finally, Bhakti Yoga to know the

Ultimate Brahman (an abode of absolute
bliss, eternal peace and happiness). Experiencing and realizing that existence, an ordinary human being is able to cross the cycle of
life and death.
One should realize that winning the battle in
the field of actions, called, ‘Kurukshetra’
gives entry in the field of Dharma, called as
‘Dharmkshetra’ and that is why the first shloka in Bhagwad Gita starts with:
‘Dharmakshetre kurukshetre
samavetä yuyutsavah!
mämakäh pändaväh chaiva
kim akurvata sanjaya!!
(Srimad Bhagwad Gita: 1/1)
That means one has to intelligently act in the
‘Kurukshetra’ (in the material world killing
all the evils by pure actions) to finally reach
to ‘Dharmkshetra’ (abode of Brahman) the
for eternal peace and happiness. When Lord
Krishna sees Arjun going through extreme
pain and sorrow (Vishaad) due to attachment
with his own kins, cousins and relatives, he
explains the true nature of ‘Atma’ or
‘Consciousness’ and asks Arjun to get out of
this material nature (Maya). Lord Krishna
says:
trai-guṇya viṣhayaa vedaa
nistraiguṇyo bhavaarjuna!
nirdvandvo nitya-sattvastho
niryogakṣema aatmavaan!!
(Srimad Bhagwad Gita:
2/45)
That means Vedas deal mainly with the subject of the three modes of material nature
(Satoguna, Rajoguna, and Tamoguna). So
Arjuna! Go beyond and become transcendental to these three modes. Be free from all du-
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alities, anxieties, and be established in the
‘Self’.
Similar knowledge is given in Upanishads
and Vedas too. Every living entity in this
world is looking for eternal (never decaying)
happiness and peace but not getting it. Our
scriptures clearly mention and lead us to the
path of spirituality where the eternal happiness exists. In Kathopanishad, it is clearly
mentioned:
Nityo-nityanam chetanash-chetanaanaam
eko bahunaam yo vidadhaati Kaamaan!
Tamaatmastham ye anupashyanti dhiraah
teshaam shaantih shaashvati netareshaam!!
(Kaṭha Upaniṣad: 2.2.13)
That one, the Eternal among all possible eternities (non-eternals), the Consciousness of all
Conscious existences, who though ever one,
fulfills the different kinds of desires of the
many. Those who realize that One as existing
in their own self, to them belongs eternal
peace, and to none else. To clarify more,
Upanishad further explains about the whole
material inert creation (sheaths), the
‘Self’ (Jeeva; conscious creation) and the one
that is pervading (God) the whole creation as
follows:
Hiranmaye pare koshe
virajam brahma nishkalam!
Tat shubhram jyotisaam jyotirekam
tad yad aatmavido viduh!!

That means beyond the sheaths of attractive
and luminous intelligence, pure, stainless and
indivisible Brahman (God) dwells in the
deepest core (Self) of the human being, That
is pure and the only one Light of all that
shines in this whole universe. That is known
by the Self realized ‘Soul’.
All the human-beings in this material world
(Jagat) are advised to raise themselves to the
pure transcendental existence, ‘The Self’. All
material activities provide fruitive results in
the form of more bondage in the material
world. One who has taken birth, needs to do
all the activities in ‘Kurukshetra’ as a ‘KarmYogi’ and gradually elevate from the ﬁeld of
sense gratiﬁcation to a position on the transcendental plane. Once the activities for
sense gratiﬁcation are gradually reduced, the
individual automatically enters in the
‘Dharmkshetra’ and enjoy the nectar through
spiritual realization.
Thus, Srimad Bhagwad Gita, Upaniṣhads,
and Vedas are in full harmony and guide human beings to live a meaningful, happy and
peaceful life through ‘Self-Realization’.
There are so many explanations and commentaries that one can find about Vedas,
Upanishads, and Srimad Bhagwad Gita but
all these scriptures and religious text finally
lead to the path of ‘Self Realization’.

(Mundaka Upanishad: 2/2/9)
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Nirguna and Saguna Brahman ...
(Continued from page 46)
or airs) that sustain us, and five koshas
(sheaths). The five parts of the Gayathri mantra represent the five faces. The five parts are:
1) Om,
2) Bhur Bhuvaḥ Swaḥ,
3) Tat-savitur Vareñyaṃ,
4) Bhargo Devasya Dhīmahi,
5) Dhiyo Yonaḥ Prachodayāt.
Gayathri Mantra is addressed to the Paramatma (Supreme Divine) which has been given the name 'Savita'. The meaning of Savita is
‘that from which all this is born’.
The meaning of the Gayatri mantra has three
parts - (i) Adoration (ii) Meditation (iii) Prayer. First the Supreme God is praised, and then
meditated upon in reverence. Finally, the Supreme God is prayed to to awaken and
strengthen the intellect.
“Om Bhur Bhuvaḥ Swaḥ, Tat-savitur
Vareñyaṃ, Bhargo Devasya” is adoration
(worship)

“Dhīmahi” is related to the meditation aspect.
“Dhīyo Yonah Prachodayāt” is the prayer to
God to enlighten our intellect.
Chanting of the Gayatri Mantra purifies the
mind and confers wisdom.
Bhur, Bhuvah, and Swah in the Gayatri mantra
refer to the body, the life-force, and the soul.
Bhur means the earth, which is nothing but the
combination of the five elements. This denotes
the human body, which is also a combination of
the five elements. Bhuvah refers to the lifeforce (Prana Sakthi), which makes the body
animate. Swah refers to Prajnāna-shakti, which
sustains the life-force. This Prajnāna-shakti is
known as constant integrated awareness
(Prajnanam Brahma).
We should chant Gayathri Mantra as often as
possible. The more we chant the Gayathri Mantra, the greater the benefit to us. At the end of
the Gayathri Mantra, Shanti mantra has to be
chanted thrice. Chanting Shanti mantra will
give shanti or peace to the three entities in us -body, mind, and soul.

Yoga Darshan ...
(Continued from page 44)

Vivek Chudamani ...
(Continued from page 62)

ma and Niyama. We achieve a genuinely
pleasant disposition, freedom from fear, and
live authentically. Then, our confidence, commitment, and consistency in worship of Ishwara develops into Bhakti, devotion. Bhakti
ignites our desire for liberation. Then our
Swaadhyaaya, study of scriptures with a competent Guru, results in self realization. We will
be in a state of absolute tranquility, contentment, and happiness. We remain forever established in God and supreme bliss.

apart from the Self (Verse 389).
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No Escape From Our Actions
by Raneshwar Gupta
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Deep Shloka: ��प ���क
Pundit Piyush Joshi
श�
� � कर��त क�य�णम�र��य� धन��प�� ।

श��
� �
� �ध�वन�श�य ��प�य��तन�म�ऽ�तत
� � ॥
Shubham Karoti Kalyaannam-Aarogyam Dhana-Sampadaa |
Shatru-Buddhi-Vinaashaaya Diipa-Jyotir-Namostute ||
��प�य��त� परब्र�म ��प�य��त��न��� न� ।

��प� हरत� म� प�प� ��प�य��तन�म�ऽ�तत
� � ॥
Diipa-Jyotih Para-Brahma Diipa-Jyotir-Janaardanah |
Diipo Haratu Me Paapam Diipa-Jyotir-Namostute ||
Best wishes on the holy festival of Diwali to all of you and a very happy and prosperous new
year to those who start new year next day. Diwali is a major festival celebrated all over Bharat.
Deepavali in Sanskrit means festival of lights. It means we go from ignorance to awareness
by getting rid of our negativity and bring in light of positivity. Move our inner self from darkness of night to sunlight of day.
According to our scriptures, Bhagwan Ram after conquering Ravan, returned to Ayodhya with
Sita Mata, Laxmanji, Hanumanji and all warriors who helped them win. To celebrate Bahgwan
Ram's victory, every one in Ayodhya lighted lamps in front of their homes and participated in
the festival celebration.
May your Ishta dev and Kul Devi shower their blessings to all of you on this festive occasion.

Special Thanks
I would like to express my most sincere thanks to Dr. Anand Narayana, Chairperson HSGC
Communication, for putting together this excellent and informative booklet. I did propose we
publish a souvenir booklet on the occasion of Diwali for the purpose of fund raising to paydown the temple loan, and Anand very graciously accepted the responsibility and carried it
through to timely completion. This meant numerous hours of hard work and co-ordination on
his part. I can think of many hours he spent in my office strategizing how to accomplish this
massive task. It is not easy to spend the amount of time he did on this project in spite of his
busy schedule and other family responsibilities. The publication of this Souvenir has been a
real memorable experience for both of us.
I would also like to thank the community for their enthusiastic support for the function in
general; I am sure you will enjoy the program and this souvenir booklet.

Raneshwar Gupta

Cincinnati, OH

President, H SGC
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Happy
Deepavali Greetings

